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ABSTRACT

'.

.
This thesis desqribes the method of selection and

implementation of a drafting device.suitable for. use with a
high quality precision automatic drafting system intended for
the production of navi"gational·charts.· This d�afting system
consists of'a minicomputer for control (1), an industry.

.

compatible magnetic tape transport for data input (.2), and a

precision flatbed drafting table.
.

. .

·After consideration of various methods, a technique'
was se.Lect.ed in which a beam of light is used to expose

.

photosensi tive material.. Lines are drafted by moving t.he
beam acroas the film. Symbols are produced by shCi.ping. the
beam into the desired configuration and flashing it onto the
film. An optical mechanical light head, made by Barr and
Stroud Limited, was.chosen.as being most sUitable but it 'was
necessary to design the control and interface for its inter
connection with the plotter and the md.nLcomputie.r ,"

.

Particular emphasis was placed on the use of stepper"
motor positioning controls. as being most compat.LbLe with
digital control circuitry and on the best method of corrt ro l>
ling light intensity for varying drafting speeds on film.
This. entailed a detailed study of the properties of light
sources, films .and optical systems as well as control eire
cuitry.

The final interface and control unit that·was
constructed for the Barr and Stroud light head·is. described.
This is followed by .an analy.sis of the performance of the

light head in its working environment.

This res.earch was supported by the Canadian
Hydrographic Service, Marine Sciences Branch...

.
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'1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

. Manually drafting complex·graphical information
",

.
.

.
�. .

both accurately and to a high. quality can be .an extremely

tedious and time consuming task. 1\ut,omated drafting syst�ms
were introduced to alleviate this problem.

.. .

.A block diagram

of a. typical drafting system is shown. in figure 1..1 (a); it

basically consists of an input device, oontrrolLex .and plotter.

The'controller reads data froIJ\ the input device., 'interprets

it and controls the movement of an X-Y plotting. device to.

produce the desired drawing.

Only in recent years have these'drafting sys+ems.

been used where the requirement w.as for drawings of high

standard. Examples of this are nautical.· charts, Land maps,

and printed and integrated circuit masks� In the past,

plotters did not have sufficient accuracy; today, however"

.there.are several available that have an absolute accuracy

of .001"1,2,3,4,5.
Besides coping with .the accuracy problem, careful

considerationmust·be given to the selection of the.dra£ting.'
.'

.

instrument that is to be attached' to the plotter. It is '"

essential that this device produce high quality line work.;.

In many cases it also has to be versatile so that a large

variety of lines and symbols can be drawn· without human

intervention •

.

This thesis deals with the selection and il8ple-
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Figur. '. 1.1 (a ) . Block Diagram of an Automatic Drafting System.'
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FiCJure 1.1 (b) Automatic DraftinCJ System for Drawi� Nautical' Charts.
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mentation of the most suitable drawing device for a auto

matic drafting system that is intended to be used to draw

nautical charts. This drafting system was basically devel

oped for the Canadian Hydrographic Service at the Univezs Lty .

of Saskatchewan by a development. group headed by Dr. A.R.

Boyle. This system is presently being used by the Hydro

graphic.Service as·an aid to the productiqn of marine

charts •. Figure l.l:·(b} shows the baaLc components of this

drafting system. .

The controller is a Digital Equipment

Company gene::i:al.purpose ·PDP-8 mini-computer. It reads

graphical information in digital form from a Potter MT-36

IBM compatible magnetic tape transport and drives a Model

32 drafting· table manufactured by Gerber Scientific Company •

. �ost of the digital -, input information intended for

this system originates from a field survey which. has been

done on board ship. TraditiQnally,·tlle results of such a

survey were presented in graphical form on a document .·refer

red to as. a "field sheet" •. This still holds true for most

of the field data collected today•. To·be useful in an. aut9-

matic cartographic system, the "field.· sheet" must first be.
. .' .'

"digitized", that is� translated into machine readable form.

Before being plotted it is usually processed by .a digital

computer which:· can quickly and efficiently perform such. tasks

as scale conversion, critical depth selection and general1,za- .

tion.

Much work is being done. todaY to automate the process



of collecting field survey data. One. of the main benefits.

of this work will be that field survey data will now be

available in digital form, thereby eliminating the. tedious.

task of "digitizirig".

The other typ� of input .graphical data that.is

intended for the automatic drafting system is what is re

ferred to as "mathematically" based data, that is, .data

that can be generated directly from a mathematical algorithm.
.

.

Examples of this are chart project.ions; borders and lattices.

The automatic drafting .system.described in this
.

.
.

thesis·has been operational for more than two. years· and has

been used mainly for plottin9·mathematic�lIY based data.

However, a great deal of·developtnent work is being done both

on the processing and plotting of data originating front a

field survey.·

The cartographic requirements for the automatic

drafting system can be best; illustrated by referring to. a
.

sample of nautical chart shown in figure.l.2� The inform

ation presented on this chart has been manually drafted to
.

a degree of high quality and precision.

Careful study of this char+ reveals .that several

line widths have been used to produce this drawing. For

example, an .008" width line is used to draft shore-line
.

.
.

and a .005" line is used for the chart coordinate grid�

The width of those lines have been drafted to an accuracy of

±.00025". Examples of straight, smooth and sharply curved
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'lines ,can all be found in figure 1.2. Not all lines'are'

drafted cont.Lnuous.Ly r for example, a coinbination of dots

anq dashes n,as been used to draft some of the depth con-

tours (i.e. constant lines of, ocean depth).'

The ,reader will note, the Targe degree, 0'£ symbol I>

zation that has been used in this drawing. The most common

,symbol is the depth souIiding"which numerically indicates

oceanographic depth as, a function of position. Pictorial

symbols are used to represent,aids to navigation. An

example of this is the light buoy shown in the bottom right

of, figure 1.2. Symbols are also used to indicate to ,the

mariner features of the foreshoreline. As an example, the

symbolization shown at the bottom of figure 1.2 represents

a ,sandy area. Chart lettering and names can also,Se'

c LaasLfLed as symbols although, they are usually 'considered

seperately because, of the large number of forms and sizes

they can take. On the average, thousands of, these symbols

appear on a chart,

Most of the nq'utic.al, charts produced by the

CanadLan Hydrographic Service are printed, in colour using

conventional. lithographic techniques. Preparation of a

,
chart for printing involves making a seperate negative for,
each colour required. A printing'plate is then'constructed

for each colour overlay and the final chart :ii:s,printed one'

colour at 'a time,. For proper colour registr�:tion" the rela-
.

!!
tive 'accura:cy of each colour OVerlay must be :'retained. This
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is another important reason why drawing accuracy must be

emphasized in this automatic draftirig'system.

1 .; 2" Methods of, Drafting'

1.2.1 Ink pen on paper

There, are several possible methods of draf�ing,·

that .could be, considered for use in the automatic drafting

system. The simplest is the conventional ink on paper tech

nique. The lines produced by this method are jagged and
"

irregular;'" consequently they are unacceptable for photo-
. I. .

,

graphic reproduction. Other arguments against this ,method

of 'drafting are that it requires constant operator attention

due to ink drying and blobbing and lacks the versatility that
,

'

is necessary to obtain many different line widths and symbols.

1.2.2 Scribing on plastic' coated'mylar

Scribing on plastic coated mylar is the t,echnique

now normally used to draft high quality graphical information

manually. The scribing material consists of a thin plastic

emulsion coated onto a transparent mylar base which: is

removed with a cutting tool called a scriber.

Automating the process of scribing, however,

presents, several difficulties. Firstly, the pressure of"

the cutting tool on the scribe coat is critical. 7 If it, "

is set too low the scribe point will not cut through the

plastic emulsion;" if set too high it will cut through the

plastic base. Secondly, an automatic turret head scriber,

becomes bulky and complicated if a large number of line '
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widths are required •. Thirdly, great care must be taken to

remove the plastic swarf that is left from the scriber.

Finally, the main argument aqa i.nat; this method . is that

each. chart symbol would have to be scribed' individually.

(s�e method 3). This alone would be a time consuming.task
since on the average. each chart'c;ontains'thou$ands of

symbols8�
1.2.3 Draft.ing on photographic film with a light beam

The concept of drafting on photographic film with

a light beam is not new, although in the past.' it was. not

used specifically where high quality line information was·

a requirement �.'
.

Graphical information is produced by drafting

directly onto'photographic film with a .focussed image' of

light. Lines are drafted' by moying.this imag�.of light

across the film and symbols are produced .by shaping the'

beam into the desired configuration and flashing it onto the

film.

High quality lines. can be produced 'l,lsing this"

method. Drafting times can be significantly reduced if

symbols are produced by the flashing technique. This 'light
beam drafting technique is well suited for automation since

no manual adjustments are reqUired for several hundred hours

of operation.

The main disadvantage of this method is that the

drafting material is photographic film. Therefore,·a sp�cial

darkroom environment has to be constructed for the plotter ..
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and, film exposure conditions carefully dontrblled to ensure,

that high quality results are obtained.

The light beam method of draftirig was seLectied over .

.

. ..

.
.. .

the other two because it best suited cartographic require�
ments.' It was the most versatile and, the only one to offer

full possibility �o� automation.

This thesis first deals with the problem of select

ing the most suitable light beam drafting instr�ment.

Several names have been used in the literature to describe,
,

,

'this type of device. For the remaining portion of this text,

the term "ligbt head" will be employed.

"An, optomechanical light head manufactured by

Barr and Stroud Ltd� is described. The interface and con�

trol required to connect this device to the PDP-8 mini

computer and Gerber plotter is then discussed.' This is

followed by an analysis of the performance of the Lnatrrument; ,

The system described is operational and is being used by ,the

Canadian Hydrographic Service to produce high quality draw�

'ings for both development ,and production work.
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2. SELECTION· OF LIGHT. HEAD

2.1
. . .

.

General
.

.

."

..

.

.

.

... ...:: .. ..
.

In this chapter the different ways of producing
e -';

a light beam are discussed. The'· 'most sui table technique is

then selected based ·ondraft.ing ·and hardware requirements

as well as such factors as cost and availability of com�.

mercial units.

2.2 ·Photographic Film

Some '. knowledge of the drafting' material is 're-
.

.quired before li9ht head requirements can be considered.

The properties of photographic film are usually described by
,"

.

what is commonly known as its "characteristic curve". 9
A.·

typical characteristic curve is shown in figure 2.1� Film

den$ity' is plotted as a function of the common logarithm"of
.

exposure. Exposure is defined as:·

E .... It

where E is the exposure,

I is the intensity of light. seen by the film,

t is the time' the ·film sees the light.

Density describes the developed film's abili�y to bloc:k the

passage of light. The formula for density is

.

D = 10g10 Ii
It

where D is the density,

Ii is the intensity of incident light on the film,



Density

shoulder.

11

.: region of·
solarization .

. Log Exposure Time

Figure 2.1 Characteristic Curve.
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.

I is the intensity of light transmitted through.t

the film.

The characteristic curve. in figure 2.1' is divided

into four regions although they. might not all be present. in·

some films. These four regions are the toe, straight line,'

shoulder. and region of solarization. The aim in most photo-.·

graphic work is to capture the different illumination levels

or contrast of a·Scene. The film is therefore exposed in

the straight line region where'density changes are linear.

to changes in the common log of exposure. The slope of .'

this region determines the relationship between the contrast

in the scene to that of the developed film. . A high contrast

film Ls one. that has a very steep slope; a smail change.· in

light level of a scene will·therefore produce a large change

in film density.
':'

.'. . ...

.

The speed of a film is' a meaaure . of the. sen- ..

sitivity of the emulsion to light. It is related to the

size of silver halide grains in the emulsion. Slower speed

films have smalle.r grains and ·therefore bette.r resolution.

There are a variety bf different procedures for measuring

film speed i: The ASA scale for bt.ack-end white film is

used in this text and is defined as

ASA= .8
E

where ASA. 'is the speed rating
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and, E is the exposure .in meter-candIe-seconds

required for a net gain in density or 0.10.

Usually a high contrast film is chosen' for line'
. .

.

work because onlY'film densities of greater than 3.0 are

required. The ·film is exposed well into the shoulder region

of its. characteristic curve so that changes in. exposure
.

.. .
.

.

.

..'
. :.

.

will not produce significant changes in film: density. A. low

speed emulsion is chosen.to·obtain the necessary line

:resolution.

Selection of the most suitable photographic film

for an automatic drafting system is 'based on several

considerations. Two important ones are exposure latitude·

and.dimensional·stability. Exposure latitude refers to 'the

degree to which film· exposure conditions can be varied and

yet not significantly .affect. re.sults. It is desirable· t.o

sele�t a film that has a large latitude so that the

requirements for the intensity control can be relaxed •

. The film must· be dimensionally stable if the

accuracy of a drawing is to be retained. The two main

factors that �ffect the dimensional stability of the film

are temperature and humidity.33 Usually an environmental con

trol system is required to stabilize exposure and processing

conditions. The. cost of the control is related to the degree

of stability of the film bein9 used.

Besides being dimensionally stable, the film

selected should also be easy to handle. It is 'for these
,'..

reasons that plastic based films are in use today.
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. ..
.

,The'dimensional stability of,a film can be further
, '

,

improved by matching',the temperature and humidity expansion

coefficients of the emulsion to that of the base. Thisis
,

' ,

done by substitllting stable synthetic ,resins in place of the

animal gelatin that is normally used in the emuLs Lon ,

...
.

Another factor 'to consider when'selecting the

most suitable film is the ease of film processing. Generally,

it becomes less critical for slower speed films.

2.3 Requirements for Light Head

2.3.1 General

The overall cartographic .requdrement.s for the

automatic drafting system have been discussed briefly in

Chapter 1. They are summarized below:

a) The accuracy of cartographic information should

be better than ±.004".

b) All ca,rtographic information must be drafted to a

high quality, that is, all lines must be sharply

defined and have a constant density of greater

than 3.0.

c) A number of line widths are required, ranging

ftom .004" to .060". The width of the line

selected should be accurate to ±.0005" and should

not vary by more than .0005".

A light beam can be used to draft cartographic

information either by drafting each line individually or by
.

an image flashing technique. The basic difference between

the two modes of operation is that the plotter is moving
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for "line drafting" and is stationary for. "ima,ge flashing·�' �.

2.3.2 Line drafting

When considering light head requirements for line
. .

drafting, the first step is to decide on the optimum shape·

of the projected light beam. The. circle and rectangle were

selected from several possible configurations.

Although the circle appeared to be the obvious

choice, a more.detailed study revealed several disadvantages.

Firstly, it is difficult to draw squared corners and line ends,

which is necessary requirement for nautical charts (see figure

1.2). Secondly, exposure conditions vary across the width of

a line drawn with a circular image; this is not desirable Ln

. cases where precise.line density and width is a requirement.

Figure 2�2 compares how exposure varies across

.008" and .004" wide straight lines that have been drawn at

constant speed with circular· arid rectangular shaped con-

figurations. The fixed dimension, that is, that dimension

which is facing in the direction of motion . of
.

the rectangle,

is set to .004". The exposure has been normalized to

the value obtained for the rectangle. As one would .expect the

exposure profiles for the circle are rounded in shape. This

type of curve is not desirable because changes in light

intensity or film processing conditions affect the width

of line. On the other hand, exposure conditions for the

rectangle are ideal .because they are constant across the

width of the line and change abruptly at its edges •

. To illustrate this point, cons Ldez the following
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example. Suppose conditions have been set. so .that the

developed·film becomes black if exposed at a relative value.

of .6. If. the assumption is made that a .very, high contrast

film is being used, .then the width of the line can be esti

mated by'drawing a straight line parallei to the·X.-axis and

through the Y coordinate equal to .6. This line will inter

sect each exposure profile at two points. The width of the

line can be approximated by projecting these intersection

points onto the X�axis. For this example, the width of the

. lines drawn with a rectangle are .004" and .008" and those for

the circle are .0032" .and .0076". Now suppose film exposure

conditions' or' processing is changed sq the next effect is an

increase in the exposure vaiue of +20% (i.e. to .72). The.

width of the lines drawn with the rectangle will remain 'the

same while those done with a circle will decrease· by .0'004"

artd .0001". Note that the.change of line width is a function

of the slope of the profile at the operating point used and

therefore has the greatest effect on the smallest circle.

In these examples the effects of overexposure at

the centre of the line and the contrast of the film have

not· been taken Lnt.o account. The results of overexposure

are' the developed image loses its sharpness and increases in

size. As illustrated in figure 2.2, the absolute value.of

exposure time for the circle increases proportionally to

its diameter. It, is therefore necessary to compensate for

this change by varying the intensity of the circle as a

function of diameter. On the other hand, the exposure
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for each line width drawn by a rectangle 'can be, held con�

stant if the dimension fac'ing tlle direction of travel is"

kept fixed.
,

"

Since, in practice, the slope of the characteris-:--

tic curve is not infinite, the developed den�ity of the film

, does not, change abruptly as a functiori' of
"
expoauze , As'

,

a result, a band of fuzziness is created at the .edqes of the

line drawn by a circie. In this region the density of the

film is changing from clear to black. 'On the other hand,

the region of fuzziness is negli�ible for the rectangle be�

cause'of the abrupt change of exposure time at'its edges.

This region of fuzziness is not significant if film contrast

is kept high and is exposed with high intensity images.

The major advantage of the circle is that it is

symmetrical about its central, axis and therefore need not be

rotated when drawing curved lines. The rectangle on the other

hand must be rotated so that its fixed dimension is always,

facing in the direction of motion. Figure 2.3 shows a com-

parison of the relative expoaure profiles across an .008"

wide line whose radius of curvature is .009" and has been

drawn at a constant speed with a circular and rectangular

image. (The derivation of the general relative exposure,'

expressions as a function of radius of curvature is given"

in Appendix A). The expoaure time ,has been normalized to

the value obtained for a straight line drawn by a rectangle

with a fixed dimension of .004". In the case of the :rec-
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tangle it is assumed that it is being rotated smoothly as
.. . . .

it'traces out the curved 'lIne. Not:e that the, exposure'can-,

ditions for the rectang,le are, no longer ideal. The, side of •
, ,

the, line, :closest to the centre of curvature receives up to

a maximum of 1 7/10 times what it normally receives while

the'side farthest away receives .3 less., The,circular

shaped profile for the circle also becomes distor,ted. The

errors in line width and positi�nal accuracy resulting from,

these distortions are smaLk v

The, rectangular image waS chosen because it best'

suited system requirements, that is" square corners and line

ends, tight tolerances on line density and width, and the

relative ease with which different line widths CQuld be drawn.

It is now possible to specify the light ltead re-'

quirements for line drafting:

a) Fixed Dimension of Rectangle.

Ideally the fixed dimension of the rectangle

should,be kept small so that it does not need to be con

sidered when lines meet.' However, as this dimension is

decreased, the intensity of the projected image must be

increased. Selecting the most suitable dimension there�
fore involves a compromise between these two factors. A

reasonable dimension to use is .004" because it is equi-,

valent to the smallest line width, used ,on nautical charts.

b) ,Resolution of Image Rotation

Some of the' factors to consider when specifying
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the resolution of image rotation are its effect on ex

posure, line width and visual quality. For. example,

the error in line width, resulting from limitation's in image

resol�tion, can be approximated by the following expression:

Wact = W cose + L.sirie

where Wact Ls the resultant line width,

W is the width of the rectangle,

L is the length of the.rectangle in the direction

of
'.

motion ,

and e is the error in angular setting·in degrees.

A suitable selection for image resolution is 3

.
degrees. An error in setting of 3 degrees results in a

maximum error of .0002" for the commonly used line widths

(.005" - .060").

c) Speed of Image Rotation

Dynamic 'image rotation is required when tracing

out a curve with a rectangle. The maximUm speed of rotation

is a function. of the plotting speed and worst case radius of

curvature.

Wmax > Vt
RC21T

where' wmax is the maximum sI>eed of rotation io rev/sec.,

Vt is the maximum plotter speed in Lnches per

second,

and R
c

is the worst case radius of curvature in inches.
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substi.tuting approximately worst case values of .1' in/sec .'
for V

t
and .009" for Rc" then wma� > 1. 8 rev/sec� .'

d) '. Accuracy of Rotation ...

Another important parameter that must be speci-'

fied when using a rectangle for line tracing is the accuracy

of rotation. The centre of the rectangle must remain sta-

tionary as it is being rotated. The net result of errors

in rotation is that lines do not meet properly. 'This will

not be noticeable if the error' in the· centre of rotation is

kept to less than .001".

e) Light Intensity

The maximum required. light intensity is usually.

specified for a maximum plotting speed with a certain pro�

jected light image for a specified film speed. The require

ments in the automatic drafting system are for a maximum

plotting speed of 1 in/sec with a rectangle whose fixed'

dimensio.n is .004".

Normally the plotter operates over a range of

speeds and so the light head must have some. type of in

tensity control. The operating speed range of the Gerber

plotter is approximately 28:1.

2.3.3 Image Flashing

As pointed out in earlier dd scuasLons ; the ..
"image flashing" technique eliminates the time consumi.nq

task of individually tracing out each.symbol. For nauti-.

cal charts this affords a significant reduction in plo't- .
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ting time because on the average, thousands of symbols

appear on a chart.

,'The parameters required for symbol proj ec+Lon are

di'scussed in the next few sect.Lons ,

a) Number of Symbols

The light head' should at least have' the capacity :

to access automatically up to 150 symbols for flashing.
, '

'

This is approximately the maximum numbe� of symbols for'

plotting on, one film negative.

b) Symbol Sizes

Symbol sizes ranging up to a value of .2'40" are re

quired. Also,a symbol magnification facility,would be use

ful since several symbols are plotted at various sizes.

c) Symbol Orientation

The light head must be capable of projecting a

symbol'at different orientations. A resolution of 3 degrees,

for image orientation would be adequate.

d) Accuracy of Symbol Placement,
The positional accuracy of projected symbols must

be'maintained at a high level. Errors in symbol position-:

ing become particularly, noticeable when two or more symbo'I s

are projected adjacently. An error of less than .003" is

acceptable '.

e) Intensity of Projected Image

The intensity of projected image shou�d be as,high

,'as possible in order to reduce the time required to expose



each symbol.

2.4 . Classification .of Light H�a4�

2.4.1 Opto-e1ectl;onic . .

In an opto-e1ectronic light head, the symbolic
.:

image is produced electronically and is projected and

focused onto ·fi1m wi th a lens or $ystem of Lenses , .This

iinage may be formed in different ways.

a) Precision Cathode Ray Tube

The symbol is formed on the screen of a cathode,

ray tube (CRT)·· by carefully controlling the position and

intensity of its electron beam;· The advantage· of this

scheme is that there is no limit to the shapes tliat can be

produced� The "shape" of each· symbol ·wou1d be· stored in the
'. ."

.
.

.. .

control for the CRT.. If the storage element were a read/write.

memory, the shape of these·images cou1d·be changed at. will.

The CRT selected for this application would re-

quire good resolution in order to obtain the necessary symbol

quality. The electronic control for the CRT should include

distortion correction ,in order to obtain the positional

accuracy required •. Precautions must be taken to minimize

circuit drift and to compensate foraging of the CRT. The

controller for the CRT would have to supply beam position

and intensity information to the CRT e1ectronics� It would

also store each symbol shape and possibly contain the re-

·quired logic. for symbol orientation.
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b) Matrix of Light Emitting Diodes

Another electronic approach to producin9 a

symbolic image is to replace the CRT with a matrix of· light

emitting diodes (LED).' The spacing of the diodes would have

to be set so that a continuous image :would be produced when

projected on film. Each diode would be controlled individ ...

ually so that an image.of any'shape could be formed. If such

a diode matrix can be ac�u.ratel.y fabricated, the problem of

obtaining a stable position would be eliminated. The main

difficulties. with the LED matrix are obtaining uniform i1-.

.

lumination '. and compensating for device aging.. The electron�

ics required to control the matrix would be similar ·to that.

for 'the CRT.

2 � 4'. 2 Opto-mechanical

The basic components of an opco-mechan i.ceL .light
.

head' are a light source, a set of mechanical masks,. an
.

optical imaging system and a light shutter •..

·

Rays from. the

light source are shaped into a narrow beam with a system of
.

.

condenser lenses. A mechanical mask is placed in the path'

of this beam to shape it into the des.ired figure; the imag·e

'of this mask is then projected onto film by a system of

lenses. A light shutter is used to control exposure of the

image to photographic film.

In order·to meet accuracy requirements, the mech�

anical and optical components of this light head. have to be

prec.i,..s�. On the other hand the electronics required to.
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control such a device'is .relatively simple compared' to

-methods 1 and .2.

The main limitation.of the opto-mechanical light

head is its' lack of flexibility. The shape.of a.symbol.mask

cannot be altered eas·ily· and only a l.imited nuinber of, these

masks can be accessed automatically.

The 'opto-mechanical method of producing a light

.
beam WaS selected for two basic reasons. Firstly, it was

..

the simplest approach' to meeting system requirements .and
.

.

'.
secondly , because there were. several, commercial opt.o-

'.
.

. .

.

10 11 12 13 14
mechanical light heads available .

' , , ,
.

•

These. uni ts were studied carefully.' in order' to

determine which one would. offer the most advantages •

.

Several possible light sources could be used' in .

this device. The least expensive' one is the tungsten

filamentlO,11,13. The advantages of using this lamp are that

it is rugged, inexpensive and does·not require special high

voltage power.supplies. It can have a long 'lifetime if.

run below rated voltage. However, it is inefficient in that
. .

its spectral output is not'well matched- to the photographic

emulsions commonly. used for line drawing .. The. spectral out-.

put of tungsten 'is predominantly.in the infrared region:while

the photographic emulsion is sensitive to shorter wavelengths.

GaSeOuS-dischargelampslO,14, such as· the mercury vapour

lamp, are more efficient because they emit in the blue and

ultra violet ·.portion of the spectrum •. However, they are .•
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·.dangerous to use because of the need for' high voltage sup",:
.

.'

plies and the pxeaence of danqexous gas�s Ln the event of .

.

.. breakaCJe •

. .

Other light sources such as the laser beam' might
offer advantages. {The laser 'is not being used in .any of the

present commercial units to the knowledge of the writer. >.

Only a very simple· optical system would be .required since
.

.

.

. .

.

the laser source emits a narrow beam of· monochromatic light e-

Most cOnUnercial unitslO,12,13,14 allow the user to

select one of several mechanical masks automatically ... For

use.in the present system the nUmber of masks �ust be large

and, even then, be easily interchangeable. Each mask select-.·

ed must be accurJtely positioned in the optical system�'
The. light head must also be able to control the.

!

angular orientat�on of the projected image..
.

Several differ-

i ..

ent approaches have been used to meet this .requirement. One

method of. achieving this is to rotate the complete light

head14; su�h a control is bulky and limited in speed.' �A

second more compact method is to rotate each individual

mask13. A critibal component; of such a system is the de--"
. .

. \

vice that accessks the desired mask and accurately locates"

it to the rotating mechanism. A third approach. uses an

. .' 11 ."

optical technique to rotate the image of the mas.k ; thl.s

simplifies the mask accessing device since each individual

mask does not have to be attached to the rotating mechanism.

The .intensity of the projected image can be
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controlled' in several:' different ways •. • The. simplest approach

is.. to adjust the. drive voltage to the tight': s�urcelO This
.'

.
.

. is oft.en rejected because of
.

the
.

non-linearity, and t.he
'. .

.limited response speed of the light source .. A
.

second approach

utilizes an adjustablell,12,14 iris similar in principle to

those found in most cameras. Another' approach again fs ·to

place a variable neutral density attenuator. disk in the op-"

10
.

tical path of the light source... This disk is rotated to

set the intensity of the projected image.' The important

parameters that must 'be considered whend�signing' an inten

sity contro.l azev speed of re�ponse, precision.and stability.

High speed shutters should be selected for the

light head so that the· end of lines will be properly exposed

and to reduce the times required for "image.flashing".
All optical and mechanical components must be

precisely manufactured and aligned in order to, meet the re

quirements for high quality and positiona+ accuracy.

The model PSS light head manufactured by Barr and.

Stroud was chosen over·other .commercial units for several

reasons.

. The .PSS head uses ·an inexpensive and easily xe-.

placable 6 volt 10 watt tungsten halogen. lamp. The main

feature of'this type of lamp is that its output intensity.
·does not vary significantly throughout its'lifetime. The.

halogen gases within its glass envelope react cpemically .•
. with the tungsten vapour from the filament to form a new
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gas. Instead. of depositing' on the glass envelope, this new
�

...
.

. .

.
.

gas decomposes redepositing the tungsten back onto the

filamentlS.• This lamp combined with an efficient optical

system, produces enough light; intensity for drafting speeds
.

up to 2. in/sec with a .008" fixed dimension rectangle dn

film speeds with an ASA rating 'of 6.

The light head is fitted with a .symbo.L. disk .which

can contain as many as 96 automatically selectable. symbols,

a. number larger.than for other units. Another additional'

feature that can be made available in special models is a

device called a·mechanical slit. This device enables the

user to draw large numbers of line widths utilizing only
.

. .

one symbol. (See next section for more detailed. description

of this device.) With this added facility it is possible

to draft many widths of lines.and flash up to 95 different·

symbols.

Many commercial units were ruled ollt becuase they

did not contain provision for rotating the projected image

about its axis. The PSS head possesses this.feature which is

essential for both "line drafting" with a rectangle and. for

"image flashing".

The positional accuracies specifications for the

.

PSS head are listed in detail by. the manufacturer. Errors

are specified statistically within ± 3 a tolerance band'

where a is standard deviation of set of random ,error readings.
. . .

. .
.-

Three a covers a tolerance
.

band of 99.73%� �he
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worst case positionin9 error is less than .003" •

.

It should be pointed out that· the PS5 light head

was selected from commercial units that were available in

1967. Since then most. manufacturers have made significant
.

.

improv�ments to their instruments. Sqme·hCiveadded.a rota-·

tiori facilitylO·�13 and in�re�sed �h� �umber of available

symbOls13• : The references made in this thesis are· to the

most "up-to:"date" light heads. marketed by these inanufactur-

ers.

Barr and Strou<l also has made minor improvements.

to the PS5 light head •. Since 1969, they have supplied three

models, all on the same basic design. Each model is. a

. .

slightly improved version over the previous one. This

thesis deals primarily with the third model which was·;re

ceived in 1971.

2.5 Principle of Operation of the PS.5 Light Head

Figure 2.4 shows the basic optical and mechanical

components found in the light head. Light from a 6 volt

10 watt tungsten halogen light source L is condensed by· lens

J and is split into two paths I and 0 by right-angled prisms

F and K. TwO solenoid driven. .light shutters Nand M normal-

ly block light from entering the main section of the pro

jecto·r along axis I and o. If shutter N Ls ener,gized, light

enters the projector·along axis I and is shaped into a sym

bol by one of a maximum of 48 selectable mechanical masks

located on a disk •. The rays are bent ninety degrees by
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right-angled prism.F and are fed threugh prism E and lens

D. The mask is. placed at t.he
'

fe.cal plane of lens D so t.hat
. .

,'. .

light. rays emerging from . any .object podnt;: wi1L·.be paral1e1.�

Rays are then passed threugh a dove prism c· ·whese purpose i$·'
"

.

.

te retate the image .of the mask about the certtral.axis .of·
" "

the .optical system•. (See appendix B·fer a me�e detailed ex�·
planation .of the eperatien .of the deve prism.) . The image

.of the'mask is fecussed at the focal piane .of the objective

lens A� The magnificatien fer ··this .eptical· path is t.he

ratie of the fecal length .of lenses A and D which is ·1:4.

Light rays entering aleng axis 0 are shaped in a

similar manner by one of a maximum of .48 II\asks located aLonq

the out.e r rew of the symbel disk. (Thi.s row .. combd.ned with

the inner one gives the symboL. disk a tetai capacLty of 96
. .

symbels.) They are then fed threugh lens G and are eptical-:

1y cembined with these .of path I by prism E. Ra¥s emerging

frem.prism E·then fe1lew the same reute as was described ·fer

path I. The mask is placed at the effective fecal plane of

the cembinatien of lenses D and G which· is one half the dis·_

tance .of that fer lens .D making the magnificatien fer this·

axis 1:2.

Fer .an additienal maqnLfLcat.Lon of 2X and 4X,·

twe Galilean .te1escepic lenses, B, can be switched .inte the .

.optical system·between A and V. The maximum· image size

that can be prejected frem beth inner and eute� rew symbel'pesi�

tiens is a .240" square•. This means that the maximum aperture

size fer the symbel disk's inner and .outer rew is .240" and .120"

respectively.
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.. .

To give the projector', added capability, a

variable. dimension sITt"P' is' also' available'.' The purpose

of this slit is to produce the.·variable dimension of a rec-··

tangular image which can be' Used for line drawing.· Basic_',.

ally,' it consists of. two plates of metal with sharply' defined.

edges whose spacing can be controlled. The fixed dimension

is set by a mask located on the symbol disk •

. To control the intensity of·the projected image,

the .manufacturer provides a vane shaped piece of meta'! that

can be moved across the optical path of the projector.

Thepr.incipleis the same as that for.the iris diaphram .

. ,'
"

used for. setting the f stop in a -camexa •. This vane can also:

be used, as a high speed. shutter i. its opening and closing'

times are two milliseconds compared to 20 milliseconds for

the. solenoid driven light shutters deacr Ibed earlier.

Physically the·' PS5 head is compact. Its dimen-

.sions are 6" x'7" x 12" and it weighs 12 Ibs. This can be

a desirable feature for some'plotters where. large weight

and size cannot be tolerated. Several views of both inside

and outside of the light head are shown ill figure 2.5 •. It

is basically comprised of two.sections, the front cover and

main section. .The front cover contains the l�ght source

and optics required to conden$e and split the light into

two beams as well as the light shutters for the inner and

outer optical axes. The main section houses most of the

optical and control components.
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(Q ) Front view of PS'-5 light head.

(b) Front cover: Projector light source. (c) Front cover: Inner a outer row

light shutters.

Figure '2.5 Photographs of PS-5 Light Head.



(d) Inside view of PS-5 light head
with front cover removed.

(f) Inside view of PS �5 light head
with symbol disk mounted.

Figure 2.5 cont'd

35

(e) Symbol disk.

(g) View of PS-5light head' with·
re\1r cover removed.

Photographs of the PS - 5 Light· Head.
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3.· REQUIRE·MENTS FOR INTERFACE AND CONTROL

3.1 General

This chapter deals with the problem of selecting·

the most suitable method· for controlling the functions of·

the.PS5 light head. This is followed by detailed hardware

arid software requirements for the interface and control to

connect. the PS5 lig�t head to a PDP-8 mini-computer.

The writer assumes that the reader is familiar

with the input/output facilities of the PDP-8 mini-·

computer16,17
3.2 Summary of Required Controls

The basic components of the PS5 light·
.

lead were

discussed at the end of Chapter 2. The automatic controls

that are required·are summarized below:

a) Dove Prism

Control of the rotation of the dove prism is .

required to set. image or i.ent.at.Ion ,

b) Mechanical S.l it

A control is required to adjust the spacing of.

the mechanical slit to set the one dimension of a rec-

tangle that is used to qraft lines.

c) Rotation of Symbol Disk

A control is required to· rotate the symbol disk in

order that different image shapes can be projected onto· film.
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d) Magilification Sel�ction

A control is required' to select one, of three"
'

possible image'magnifications.
,

'e) Light Shutters

A control is required for both inner and outer
, ,

,
'

row shutters which,' are, used to cHlow the film to, be exposed

to an image.

f) Intensity of Projected Image

The intensity of projected image must be control

led for both line drafting and image flashing.

3.3 Methods of Control'

Most light head functions require some form of

positional control., The general approach is to use 'a servo

system. The basic components in such a system are an C48Pli':"

fier, position sensing device and prime moyer. The,position

sens'ing device measures the actual position of .t.he prime

mover and sends this signal back to the amplifier. 'The

amplifier magnifies the difference between the desired and

actual position signals and applies a drive signal to the

prime mover. This drive signal decreases to zero as the

prime mover approaches the desired position

Often the prime mover consists of a DC or AC

.mot.oz and the position sensing d,evice is a potentiometer'
'

that has .been coupled to its shaft., In theory" the poa I>

tioning error of this control is zero. In practice, this
'. '

error is finite because of the limited amount of torque ,:,'
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available for small voltages-applied to the motor.

The main disadvantage of this control is that.the circuitry

required to implement it is analog in nature and therefore

sensitive to temperature variations and component. aging:� >

Continual adjustments·are·therefore required to.ensure·

system accuracy and stability. This control is further

complicated by the need for digital to analog converter

circuitry which is required to interconnect the digital

signals of the PDP-8 to the analog ones of the servo-

mechanism.

The D/A converters can be eliminated if the prime

mover·is replaced with a device called a stepper motor •

. Rotational movement of this motor is secured by supplying

digital pulses to. its driver control logic. Each Dulse

causes the shaft of the motor to rotate a small angle in

either direction. The value of this angle isd�pendent on

the internal construction of the motor and the method of

driving its windings. Errors in angular movement are small

and non-cumulative making this device an ideal choice for an

accurate positioning control •. These motors ar� extremely

reliable if run in their prop�r operating regions. For this

reason, they are often run under open loop conditions which·

9'reatly simplifies the electro.nic control. A ph'otodiode
. .

and light source combinatio.n, qr microswitch, can be used to

enable the·control to set the .motor to. a known·shaft.origin
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position. It can then be set to any desired position pro-

viding the controller or computer keeps track·of its pre-

sent position •. Periodic checks can be made on this presept

position by returning the motor to its reference posLtLon ,

·T.he.main disadvantage of this motor is that· it

behaves erratically when pulsed· at certain frequencies.

This is due to the fact that this motor behaves like a

.

18
lightly damped second order system •. This inherent reson-

ance ·problem can be overcome by· introducing electrical o.r

mechanical damping or by avoiding operation in this region of

frequencies.

The digital stepper motor with origin reference

feedback was selected as the most suitable method of con�

trol because of its simplicity and compatibility. The man

ufacturer was therefore required to supply the PSS light .

head with digit.al stepper mocors instead of the a:nalog

servo .types •

. The advantage of using a mini-computer· for a

controller is that the hardware required .for the contro�

can be simplified by having the computer program handle

several.of its functions. The extent to which this can

be done is a function of the· number of tasks the computer

has to perform as well as its memory capacity. ,The PDP,...8

mini-computer used for·the automatic drafting system is·a

12 bit machine with 4 K of memory. It. is programmed to
.

be simultan�ously reading magnetic tape; decoding data, .
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making 'calculations and initiating plotter and light control

functions .. These overall factors plus the complexity of the

required hardware must be considered when determining the

optimum hardware/softwa·re combLnat.Lon for each cont.roL,

3.4. Hardware Specifications for Interface and Controi .'

3�4 •. 1 Rotation of dove prism
.'

.

19
A three phase permanent magnet stepper motor

was supplied by the.manufa.cturer for the dove prism control.

The motor is coupled to the dove prism in such a manner

that 10 motor revolutions produce. 1 image rotation. After'·

some experimentation with this motor, it was concluded that

several convenient step sizes.could be obtained. by altering

the method of driving the motor. A.30 degree motor step

size was chosen in order to obtain a ·resolution in image

rotation of 3 degrees.

Reference feedbaek is provided by a lamp and

photodiode combination that senses for a slotted position on

a disk coupled to the stepper motor shaft •.

The PDP-8 should initiate each individual 3.degree

image step so that it can nave a direct control on. the speed
.

.

of rotation when drawing curved lines with a rectangular

mask.

The hardware. specifications for .the dove control

can now be' listed Ln detail:

a) Each individual motor step is to be initiated·by
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a computer input·output ins.truction, the d.irection.
:. .'

.

of rotation being specified by one bit in the
.

..'

compufer's arithmetic·register.
.

.

"

.

b)
. Mot,or iogic and q.river circuitry. is to be designed

for a Vactric size 11 stepper motor 80· that it can

be rotated in either direction with a step size·of

30 degrees. The motor must operate reliably under

all conditions. It must be able to rotate

sufficiently fast so that the·worst case curved line

can be drawn·with a rectangular image. For this

to· be true.

where fmax is pulses/second to stepper motor,.

Rc '. is wors.t. case radius of curvature

in inches;

and V
t

is maximum plotter speed in inches .

'. ,,'

pel:' second.

substituting approximately worst case values .009"

for R.c and .10 in/sec for Vt, then fmax > 213 .

pulses/sec.

c) . The status of the. dove prism reference signal is.·
. ..

to be made available to the qomputer.
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.
.

3.4.2 Variable mechanical slit

The manufacturer supplied a three phase perm�nent

magnet stepper motor20 for this control. This motor is

coupled, via a reduction gear, to a cam shaped surface.

Rotation of this surface varies the spacing between two

metal vanes: this spacing is approximately linear to angular

rotation. Again selection.of a motor step size is· based on

the· desired resolution of line width. A motor step si�e of

120 degrees was $elected which gave a line width resolution

setting of.approximately .001".

Reference feedback.is provided by a microswitch·

which is contacted when the .slit is completely· closed.

A reasonable compromise in the design of the

mechanical slit. control is to have t.he computer keep track

of the present position of the slit and initiate the movement

of a specified number of slit steps.

The specifications for the mechanical slit can now

be listed in detail:

a) A hardware operation is.tobe initiated by a

computer input/output instruction and will cause
.

. the stepper motor controlling the mechanical .slit

to rotate a predetermined number of steps ·in

either direction. This number is to be specLf i.ed

in 21s complement form by the computer arithmetic

register and can be up to a maximum vqlue of ±128

·steps. A device flag is to inform the computer.
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when a hardware operation has been completed.

b) Motor logic and driver circuitry is .to be designed

for a Vactric size 8 stepper motor so that it can

·be rotated. in either direction with a step sLze of

120 . degrees. This motor need only be operaced at

",
one frequency.

c)·· The status of 't.he slit home microswitch .is to be

made. available to the ·computer •

. 3.4.3 Homing of dove prism and mechanical slit

At theheginning of the drafting operation the

exact position of the dove prism and slit control motor is .:

unknown, thus, hardware or· software must be. used to home the

motors to .theii reference position. Again the relative merit.s

of hardware and software controls must be considered. A

hardware approach to the. initialization problem was selected

because it was simple and faster.

The specifications for this initialization control

are listed below:

A computer input/output instruction is to initiate

a hardware operation, the purpose of which is to

set dove and mechanical slit control motors to ·.their

reference positions. A device flag is. to inform

the computer when a hardware operation has been

com;pleted.
3.4.4 .Symbol disk rotation

The· manufacturer supplied a four phase ·stepper

motor�l for this control. If it is driven with two phase
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.

excitation (Le. two coils energized at. one time), it·

rotates with a step size of 7.5 degrees •. This motor is

coupled to the symbol disk via an a:l reduction gear;· Since

the symbol disk has 48 locatable symbol pos i.t.Lons , ·8 motor

steps are required to rotate it between adjacent symbol.

positions. A s·et of 48 teeth are located on the outside

perimeter of the· symbol disk·so each symbol position can

be accurately located into position with a latching device •.

·

. .

.

.

. .

.

Ref��ence feedback is provided·by a light source.

phot.odd.ode arrangement that mbnitors ·fo:[. the :f>resence of

reflective marker strips .located on several of the 48. ··te.eth.

of the symbol· disk. These markers are used for symbol disk

identification and for setting it to a known ()rigin position.·
.

A control is to be designed to allow· the

programmer to select any one of the 48 disk. positions. The.

approach·taken was similar to that for the mechanical. slit.

The computer is to initiate a· hardware operation. in
..

which

the nUmber of symbol positions and direction of rotation
. "

"
.

can be specified. The computer must therefore keep track

of· the present symbol pos i.t.Lon of .the disk.

A hardware homing control for the symbol disk

would be complicated since reflective markers are e.Lso..

used for disk identification. It was therefore. rejected· in

favour of a software approach •

.

The specifications for the symbol disk control

can now be stated in detail:
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a) A symbol disk hardware'operation is to be

initiated by a computer input/output instruction

and is to consist of the following sequence of

events.

(i) The symbol disk. is to be disengaged by'

energizing the disk latching solenoid.

(ii) The symbol disk is to rotate a Specified

number of symbol poaLt.Lons , The number

and direction' of. rotation is to be

.indicated in 2' s complement form by the

computer's arithmetic register;.it can

be any value up 'to ±64 symbol steps •.

. (iii)
.

When the symbol disk reaches its final'

position, the latching solenoid. is to be'

de�energized to engage the symbol disk.

accurately into position.
.

. . ..
.

.

(iv) After. the termination of, (iii) ,

.

a device.

flag is .to be set to inform the computer
.

,

that the hardware operation has been
.

completed.

b) LOgic and driven c;:ircuitry is to be.designed fora

Mullard AU5055 stepper motor so that it can be.
.. . . ..

rotated in either direction in 7.5 degree step� •

. The motor need only, be operated at one frequency.

c). The status·of the reflective marker.d�tection·
.

.circuit is to be made available. to the computer.
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3.4.5 Selection of magnification lens

The manufacturer supplies a 400 cycle synchro

torque transmitter motor22·for .. this control. This motor:

is .directly coupled to the. three position turret through

gearing. The three Galilean lenses mounted in the turret ..

'are'equa11y spaced 120 degrees apart. The selected 'lens

is latched into. position by a mechanical detent.

The motor is intended to be operated in a

similar fashion to a stepper. A motor step size of 120

degrees can be used to select one of the possible three

magnification lenses direct1y�

The requirements for the magnification control can

now be specified in detail: "

a) Logic and driver' circuitry is·to be designed for a

Muirhead 400 cycle per second. synchro torque
.".. .

.

transmitter motor'so that its shaft can be set to

one of three positions whiqh are angularly

displaced 120 degrees in space.

b) A computer input/output instruction .is to initiate

'.

a turret hardware operation. Two bits in the

computer arithmetic register are to specify which

magnification lens is desired. A device flag is

to inform the computer when. the hardware operation

has been completed.

3.4.6 Light shutters

The light shutters supplied by the manufacturer
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consist 'of a metal, flange attached to a rotary, solenoid.,
"

'

These shutters must be contrroLl.ed for both line drafting, and,

image flashing' operations. In the case of lirie drafting,

care must be taken to ensure'that the end of lines'are

properly expoaedv Figure 3.,1 (a) shows the exposure . prof ile

along the length of a straight line that has been 'drafted by

a rectangle with a fixed dimension of .004". 'It has been

assumed that the shuttez:- opening and closing times are ,small

and the plotter moves Lnacancaneous Iy after the shutter opens

and that the shutter close$ instantaneously after'the plotter

stops. Note that the ends of, the line do not receive enough

exposure. Figure 3 • .l(b) 'shows that this ,problem can be

ovezcome by c(>nt:rolling, the delay between when the shutter

opens and closes and when the, plotter s'tops .and starts.

(Although exposure ,conditions are ,still not ideal, they still

produce acceptable results because of the'expos�re,latitude
of the film.) This delay can be controlled by software or

hardware. The hardware approach was selected as being the

simplest to implement.

For image flashing, exposure can be controlle,d by

varying the period between shutter opening and closing time�,

For ,the PSS head this period can 'be anyone of six values'
. . '. .

depending on the magnification setting and the shutter being

used. A software control for this period was selected

because of its simplicity and flexibility.
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The hardware'requirements'given .below·apply to

both.shutters:

A hardware operation· is to be initiated by a

computer input/output instruction. A computer

arithmetic register bit .is to specify whether'

the shutter is to be open or closed. A device.

flag. is to inform the'computer when the. hardware

operation has been. completed. For line drawing,

this operation is to be considered complete only

when the ends of lines have been properly' exposed.

3.4.7 Intensity control

The intensity control is the most difficult to

.specify in engineering terms •. Its main purpose is to control

exposure conditions so that high quality lines car: be drawn

and symbols projected to wi thin a . specified tolerance of line

density and width. The degree to which these .conditions must

be controlled is dependent upon these tolerances and upon

the type of photographic filnt being used.

The intensity co.ntrol was initially designed on

the basis that Dupont Cronar Ortho Sensitive (i.e. sensitive

only' to green, blue and ultraviolet portion of the spectrum)'

film would be used in the drafting system. This film has. a.

high contrast, low speed emulsion deposited on a flexible.

plastic base.

Experiments performed on Cronar Ortho S film w�th

a projected rectangular im�ge. showed'that well-defined heavy
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density lines could be drawn over a large exposure range,.

However the range of acceptable exposure times is restricted

by the fact'that the width of lines increases as they become,'

more exposed. This is believed to be .due .eo interna'l
'

reflections of light rays within the, photographic emulsion.

Line width, increases by approximately .001" for' a thre'efold

change .Ln exposure' time.
"

Another feature of Cronar Ortho S is that its

'emulsion'has'been stabilized,by substituting synthetic resins

in place of gelatin. The manu,facturer quotes the'following

expansion coefficients for humidity and temperature23•
'Temperature coefficient 'of expansion ='9.5 x 10-6

inches per inch per degree F.

H'uinidity,'coefficiemt of expansion = 1.5 x lO�6

Lnches .pex inch per % RH.

These figures can ,be best illustrated by

considering the example of a 50 inch, length line that has

been subjected to a rise in temperature of 5 degrees F and

a rise in relative humidity of 5%. The overall length of

the film would expand .006", .0023" due to temperature ,and

.0037" due to relative humidity.

As explained'ec;trlier" the problem of, controlling

exposure time for line drafting is' difficult because the'

range of speed of ,the plotter varies considerably. This

is illustrated in figure 3.2. Shown is a typical velocity

versus time profile of a straight line drawn by the plotter..
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.

The plotter begins at a .start speed which has 'a range of':
,

.05" to .14" per second and in 500 milliseconds it linearly

accelerates up to a maximum speed of between .5�' to '1 e
.4" per·'

sec6nd. AS'it approaches the end of theline,'it must

linearly decelerate to its initial starting speed before"

coming to a full stop.

All lines drawn .by the plotter are constru.cted

from straight. line segments ..

'

The length of.each segment.is

a function of the radius of curvature of the line being drawn.

As the radius of c�rvature decreases, the segment length

decreases and the plotter. does not have' time to reach its.'

maximum velocity.befo�e it has to decelerate.

The ratio 6f maximum to minimum speed in. this

graph is. 28: I which. represents a significant varia .... ion -.

Therefore some method �f control is required to vary the

intensity of the projected image. Such a control need not

be precise because of the large latitude of Cronai:' Ortho.S
film. However, it must have a large operating range and

have a high enough speed of response to follow the plotter

as its speed varies.

The equi�alent velocity of the plotter .can be '

calculated by either software or hardware. The software

approach was rejected because the computer would freq'Qently
be. required .to supply this information while performing its

many other tasks.

When line drafting,. the velocity signal produced.
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.

.. .

by this control serves, as, the demand signal for the intensity

control. There' are several ways of controlling the intensity

of the pzojecr.ed image. One method employs the use of a

,

,
" 10variable neutral'density attenuator,disk • This device,

evenly attenuates the radiation from a light source that
,

,

'emits a continuous,spectrum of wave lengths. The amount

of attenuation is a function of the angular position of"

the disk. The position of the disk can be controlled under

open or closed conditions. In this. case closed loop con-

ditions are desired in order to minimize varia:tions in

system components' such as the output intensity, of . the lamp,'

to increase system response and to reduce the', non-linear

effects of the controlling device. A feedback sig'1al is'
, ' ,

produced bya 'light sensitive device that m()nit�rs the

light passed t,hrough the disk. The disk is rotated until,

this, feedback signal is equal to the demand.

The intensity of the projected image can also be

controlled, by replacing the'neutral density filter with an,

adjustable'iris diaphragm. 'Again a closed loop control' is

desirable. The advantage of both these mechanical methods

is th�t a fairly precise exposure cohtrol �an be obtairied

which would be independent of the spectral response of,the

film.
..

.

.

.

, A simpler method of control is to va�y the current

through the projector light source. ,A feedback loop can be
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.... placed around the lamp to improve its linearity, increase
.

. its response·. and minimize the effect of its ag.ing ·character':'

istics. A Photodiode24,25,26 is often used for a iight
sensitive device because of the requirement for hi·<,;Jh

stability. Sensitivity is not a problem in this application·
. .

because the signal strength of the light intensity can be made

large.

The disadvantage of uad.nq this type of control is

·,that the. spectral output of the light source changes with

different current levels. For.precise control of exposure

t.Lme, the spectral response of the photodiode must be matched

to that of ·the. film. This problem did not appear to be a

major one, however, as advantage can be taken of the large

·latitude of <::ronar Ortho 5 film.

The method of varying the current through. the light

source unqer closed loop conditions was initially selected

mainly because of its simplicity. Only a few minor altera-

tions had ·to be made to the light head to implement this

control.

As mentioned in Chapter 2. the PS5 light head

does contain an attem,iator blade that is meant·for con't:rolling
intensity. Implementing a closed loop control for this.

device was impractical since fairly major modifications

would have· to be made to the PS5 light head. Nevertheless,

an open loop form of control was developed for this device

and is discussed in subsequent chapters.
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The hardware specifications for· the intensity

control can now be stated in detail:i.

a}· Exposure for· both line drawing and symbol

projection is to be held constant to ±25%. The

choice of this tolerance is based on the .. exposure
.

.
.

latitude of Cronar Ortho S film and a line width

variation tolerance .0005".

b} The large signal response of this c.ontrol should

exceed 5 cycles/second.

Although these specifications deal with drafting'

on Cronar Ortho S film, an important part of this work deals

with the evaluation of other possible films. The intensity

·control should therefore be designed so that it can be

adjusted easily for use on other films.

3.5 Programming the Light Head

3.5.1 Machine language 'ins�ructions

Figure 3.3 lists the machine language instruct.ions

that are to be used. to allow the pop-a computer to control

automatically the functions in the model PS5 light.head.

There are basically' three types of instructions associated'.

with each hardware function.

a} Test device flag'

This instruction is used to test whether the current

hardware.operation has been completed by sampling the status

of the device flag.

b} Clear device flag

This instruction is used to clear the'device flag



Mnemonic/
Octal Code

SLS 6161
CLS 6162
ALS 6164

SFG 6301
CGF 6302
GOt 6304

RSR 6311

SSD 6·321
Cso. 6322
SDS 632'4

STF
CTF.
STl?

SRF
CRF
SRT

SLW
.

CLW
STW

6331
6332
6334

6341
6342
6344

6351
6352
6354

SEF 6411
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Operation

Skip on light shutter flag
Clear light shutter flag
Initiate light shutter operation
ACO = O·

.

Turn shutter on

ACO = 1 Turn shutter off
ACI0 = 0 Set to line mode
AClO = 1

.

Set to' symboL mode
ACll = 0 Select inner row shutter

ACll:- = l' Selec.t outer row shutter

,Skip on initialize flag
Clear ihitialize flag
Initialize LSi? (initialize .mechanicaT slit to home)

(initia1ize'rotation to home)

·Read status word

.

Skip .on symbol disk flag.
Clear symbol disk flag
Step symbol disk

.

ACO -:- 0 Disk rotates clockwise
.

ACO = 1 Disk rotates counterclockwise' ,,"'.

Number of symbol steps is specified in 2". s

complement form' and can be up to a maximutn.· 'of

778 steps
'. '. .

Skip on turret flag.
Clear turret flag
Select. turret position
AClO s ACII _:_ 00 Select xr lens
AClO s xci i = 01 Select X2 lens
AClO &. ACll =. 10 Select X4 lens

":;','

Skip on rotation flag
Clear rotation flag
Step rO,tation ,

ACO � 0 Image on table' rotates clockwise
ACO = 1 . ImCl;ge on' table. rotates counterclockwise'

'. Skip on line width flag
Clear line width flag
Step line width.
ACO =:·0 Mechanical slit spacing increases

. ACO = 1". Mechanical slit spacing decreases
Number of line width steps is specified in 2's
complement form and can be up to a max. of,177S steps

Skip on error flag

Figure 3.� 3 Machine Language Instructions. for PS5 In.ter.face .'
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to .ensure that this flip-flop·is in the zero state prior

to the next hardware opez'abLons

c) Initiate hardware operation

This instruction is. used to signal the control

to begin performing a hardware operation. As indicated in

the hardware ·specificatiqns, the computer's arithmetic

register is used to supply the details of this hardware ....

operation to the control •.

3.5.2 .Control status word

The present status of various bits in the light

head control can be transferred into the computer's

arithmetic register by machine. language �nstruction 6311·.

Figure 3.4 shows the formatting scheme to be used for this

status word and a summary·qf the purpose of each bit.

The next chapter describes in detail ·the interface·

and control that was designed for the PS5. light head.
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7 I 8 I 9 I 10 In J
Bit ·Fuhction

o Error flag·. T�is flip.�flop will be set if any

of the' following events occur,

(a) Light source failure.

(b) . Illegal line width request •. Request.is for

a smallet- line width .and mechanical slit .Ls

already at its home position.
.

.

(c) Improper line width ha.rdware execution. Slit

home microswitch is contacted before. the

completion of a line wid.th hardware operation •.

5 Rotation home This bit will be set if the dove

8

prism is at its reference position •.

Light source failure. This bit will be set if

the projector light source has failed.

Symbol. dd sk reflective marker.. This bit will be

set if a disk reflective marker is being sensed •

.

Slit home •. This.' bit will be set if the mechanical

7

10

slit is at its home position. -,

Figure 3.4 Explanation of Hardware Status Bits
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4. INTERFACE AND CONTROL HARDWARE

. 4 .1 General'

Figure 4.1. shows the basic block diagraI:l\ of' the ..

interface and. control for the: PS5 projector. It consists of

the seven controls (see Chapters 2. and 3.) required for the

light. head. Six of them are interfaced directly to the PDP-8

Qomputer. The seventh, the intensity control, uses signals

from the Gerber plotter interf.ace and other parts of the

light head control.

An attempt was made to construct as much of the

.

hardware as possible out of standard Digital Equipment

Company (DEC) "R" series modules so that it would be

compatible with the rest of the automatic drafting system.

This logic family is discussed brief1}' in appendix C.' For.

more.details the reader should refer to references 16 and 17.

In certain instances it was not possible to use standard

DEC logic an� so special purpose circuits were constructed

oh blank. module W994 boards. The details of this circuitry

are discussed in the subsequent description.

The accompanying circuit diagrams for this

hardware are found at the end of chapter 4. The.old

DEC "R" series lOgic conventions are used to describe this

circuitry. (See appendix C.) Listed below is an

explanation of the method of referencing used to enable the

reader to locate logic signals and circuits on these

drawings:
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,
'

a} 'When reference is made to a logic,circuit or

signal; it Will'of�en be accompa�ied,bya
bracketed reference ,indicating the drawing'nUmper

and where ,this signal or circuit is located. The,

'general, format for this reference,is: (Drawing

number; X!Y). For example, reference (03; 2/C)

indicates :that the pertinent logi,c signal or

circuit .Ls found on drawing number 3, coordinate'

(2/C) •

b) 'Logic elements such as NAND gates are norma.lLyv-:

referred to by their pin connections. In cases

,where, this approach is not clear (i. e. dd acuasLnq :

several gates collectively), they, will also be

given a name. Flip-flops are always giv�n a ,name.

c) When a signal name is first introduced,' it is

given a full name followed by its bracketed mnemonic.

Thereafter, only its mnemonic name will be used.,

Since most of the controls are simple, they are only

briefly discussed. Emphasis is placed on ,the philosophy. of

design rather than exact hardware details.
'

4.2 Rotation of Dove Prism

a) Basic operation

Machine language instruction initiates a rotation

hardware ,operation by setting 'a flip-flop called TOGGLE',2

ENABLE '(TG2 ENB: 03;5/C). It'also loads direction informa-

tion from accumulator bit "0" into a flip-flop called'
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DIRECTION ROTATION (DRTN ROT.:·' l/B). When TG2 ENB. is set ,

.

.. .".

it enables. pulses from a j:.ecH time clock (4/:8) to be

supplied to' the.· rotation stepper motor . driver logic control.

When the motor is' pulsed once, a' flip-flop ROTATION FLAG (ljA)

is set to inform the computer that: the liardware operation is

completed •.

b) Resonance protect hardware

Experiments conducted revealed that.the rotation

motor did not operate properly when pulsed at certain frequen-
'.

cies. .This pzoblem was attributed to· the mechanical resonance

of the motor. '. Logic was therefore developed to prevent the

moeor from being pulsed for. a certain band. of' frequencies.

An integrating or'retriggerable monostable circuit is used'

. to sense for this. region. This.one-.shot circuit hcs close

to a zero recovery time and has the ability to respond to'

inputs while in' its unstable state.

Integrating one-jshot; TUD (2/C) is triggered each'

time the stepper motor control logic is pulsed.. . Output D.

will remain negative for a predetermined time with respect

to the last pulse it receives. If this time is exceeded,'

output D r'eturns to ground; this positive going transition

is used to trigger RESON1\NCE delay EFM (3/B). The inverted

ground output of this delay inhibits NAND gate RSUV (4/B).

preventing·any clock pulses from reaching the stepper motor

control lo.gic.
.

Normal operation of the control' will resume'

when this delaY.is complete.
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c) Stepper motor control logic

'The table shown at the top of figure 4.2 illu'st

rates the switching sequence that is used to energize the

stator windings of the three phase permanent maqnet; stepper

motor which ,controls the rotation of the'dove, prism. Twelve,

switching states are required to obtain a 30 degree motor.
, ,

step size. Columns 2,3 and ,4 show what voLt.aqe polarity is

applied to stator coils 1, 2, 3 for each motor state. A

four bit register stores the present motor state of the

control. The output of this register is decoded to produce

the six logic signals,which control the stepper motor.driver

switches. Each logic signal caribe thought to control one

switch as illustrated at the bottom of figure 4.2.

Four bit 'register ROTATION ,(RT:04) oper�tes as

a twelve state up down counter. The switching sequence ,for

,this register is'shown in column 1 of figure 4.2., Clock

pulses to this ,register ,originate from the real ti�e clock.

Flip-flop D�TN ROT controls the direction of this switching

sequence; for example, if flip-flop DRTN ROT is set, signal

DOWN (2/C) will go to ground and register RT wili count down.,

'Register RT'is'decoded to produce levels Sl+, Sl-,

S2+, S2-, S3+, S3- ,by the gating shown in drawing 05. The

minimal logic expression for these signals was obtained'

" '27 28
by using the Karnaugh map

,
.' (The Karnaugh map is a

graphical technique that can be used to obtain -the minimal
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Rotation Voltage
Reg'lster Coil I ' Coil 2 Coil 3.

0,000 -, + Open

,00,,0 I '_ + -

00 10 ' Open + -

0',0 I I + + -

0 I 00 + Open :-

,

0 I QJ I +' - -

0',1 I 0 + -' Open
i

"

+ +01 I ,-

'1,000 Open ,- +
I 001 - - +
I, 0 ,f e - Open +
I. 0 I, I

'

- + -+-

CI

Coil I

2

-

Figure 4.2' Switching" Sequence, for' 30°, Motor Stel).
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logic expression.)
. .

. .

d) 'Stepper motor drive circuitry

Logic signals 5J.+, 51-, 52+; 52-,' 53+, 53 , control

the stepper motor driver circuitry. A driver circuit had ·to
.

.

be designed because the requirement was for bi-directional'

drive capabiltiy. A schematiq of this circuit is shown in

figure 4.3. Three such circuits are required, one for each..

stator coil. input channels + and - control the switching'

of transistor switches T3 and T4• If a negative voltage

signal is applied to + input, transistor T3 will turn on

causing the out.put, of this cireui t to go to ground.· If a

negative signal is applied to - input, transistor T2 turns on.

Its output turns on transistor T4 bringing the output of the

..

circuit to -24 volts •

. Transistors T4 and T3 are protected from being'

simultaneously turned on by transistor Tl• (This applies.

only to steady state conditions.) If + and - input channels

are negative,.Tl, turns on and disables T2 and T3 from

turning on by applying a ground level to diodes D4 and D6.

e) Dove .home monitoring circuit

Comparator VR (10; 4/C) converts ground and +10

volts' from the Dove home photodiode preamplifier into DEC

compatible ground and -3 volt logic levels •. The comparator

circuit consists of a.standard Motorola 1439 general purpose

operational amplifier and output transistor. Positive.
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.

IICI--I

1.8 K Ohms

-
-

Output
-

5 Ohms

33 �\ Ohms15K Ohms ··15K Ohms

� 24 Volts

. Figure 4.3· Bidirectional Drive Circuit.

820 Ohms·
.

1.5 K Ohms·

Notes: 1,01-06 1 N 361J6

2,07-012 t N 645
0'1
,"
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, ,

feedback 'is empioyed to decrease the rise and fall times of,'

the level ROTAT'ION HOME enabling, it to trigger DEC DCD gates

and to introduce some hysteresis to the comparator circuit.
,

,

When the dove prism is at its reference'positioI),

the,photodiode sees light and a +10 volt signal is sent to
,

,

comparator VR causing its ou�put to go to -15 volts., Since

this home signal is obtained'over severalmot.or steps, it is

necessary to gate it with one state of register ROTATION in

order to obtain only one hom� position per revolution of ,the

dove prism.

4.3 Variable Mechanical'Slit

a) Basic operation

The flow diagram in figure 4.4 shows the normal'

sequence of events that take place during a 'mechanical 'slit

hardware operation. Machine instruction 6354 loads the

zequdred number of motor steps from the AC into' a 9 bit

register called LINE (07)., Register LINE stores thisnuri\ber

in 2' s complement negative form. The'refore if the number

loaded is positive, it must be converted into its equivalent

2's complement negative form. 'This operation is performed in

two steps.
'

Firstly, register LINE is complemented and then'

incremented.

A delayed, lOT 6354 signal then sets a 'flip�flop ,

called TOGGLE 3 ENABLE (6; 2/B). This flip-flop enables

pulses from a real time clock to be supplied to, the stepper
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lOT 6354

Load req'd number of
.

motor .·teps
into control

No

Ves

.

Convert it into 2's

complement negative'

.

Step sUt . motor

" No

Yes

Terminate
',

operation

.et .• device flag to

i nfQrm computer

Fiaure 4.4 Mechanical .Slit Control Flow Diaaram.·
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:motor driver control logic and to register LINE. Register.·

LINE functions as an asynchronous up-counter incrementing

each time the slit motor is pulsed. It overflows when the

motor has .ll\oved the. requested number of steps. When this

event tc;tkes place,· flip�flop LINE WIDTH FLAG (6; 5/A) is set
.

..
.

.

to inform the compu·ter that the hardware operation is

. completed.

In· this control the request for zero steps is.

considered legal. Normal initiation of the hardware is

dis.allowed by false ENABLE SET LINE WIDTH signal from gate

(8; 2/C). A true ZERO level enables instruction 6354 to

trigger pulse amplifier KLM (06; 4/A). The output of this

logic circuit collector sets LINE WIDTH FLAG.

b) lilegal hardware execution

An illegal· hardware execution operation occurs if

a LINE CLOSE HOME signal is received at any time during a

normal operation. This signal originates from a riticroswitch

which is turned on when the slit is at its hOme position

(10; 2/D)� If this event takes place, a + 1 + ERROR (09; .s/A)

pulse is generated. The + 1 + ERROR sets an ERROR flip

flop to inform the computer .. that· an illegal operation .has

taken place� + 1 + ERROR will also be generated when a

request is made for a negative number of slit st.eps when

the mechanical slit is at its home position (i.e. fully

closed) •
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c) Stepper motor control logic
. ..

The table shown .at. the. top of figure 4.5 shows: how

.a 120 degree step size was obtained for the three.phase,

permanent maqnet; slit stepper motor20• A two bit register is

used to store the present switching state of this motor. The
..

output of this registe.r controls three. motor driver switches

as illustrated at the top of figure 4.5 •

.

The two bit register consist'ing of flip-flops·

LN DRIVE 0 and LN DRIVE 1 is designed so that it will

switch in a synchronous manner. (i .• e� The states of all

flip-flops in the register c�ange simultaneously: the}' do

.not rely on.the transition of other flip-flops within the·

register.) The specifications for this register are shown

iIi the table in the middle of figure 4.5. This t�ble, often.

referred to as the transition table, specifies how the states

of flip-flops LN ORO and L:N DRI are to change with each

input clock pulse. This will be a fUnction of the present

state of. the register .(referred .to as the internal state) and

the input variables to this control •. For example consiqer

line 1 of the table. It states that if the input variable

(i.e. signal DRTN LINWD) and the internal states ·.(i -.e. LN·

ORO and LN DRl) are all zeros, then the next state of .the

control registe.r is to be set to 01. Note that in some

cases the letter "d" .Ls foun.d in the next state co.lumn.

This indicates that it does not matter to what 'state the
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Required Stator Coil Voltages for Vaqtric Si2e 8 Motor

-24

Js 2
'I:

500

state of
Control Voltage

Register Coil 1· Coil 2 .Coil 3

00 + - -

01 - + -

10 - - +

--24

son

Trans.i tion Table

PRESENT STATE . NEXT STATE

Input Variable INTERNAL STATE

DRTN. LINWD LN DRflJ LN DRI .

LD DRflJ I LN DRI

0 0 0 0 I

0 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 O· 0

0 1 1 d d

1 ·0 0 1 ·0
..

1 0 1 0 0

1 1 0 0 1.

1 1 1 d d

.

Level· Gating for Control Register

FIF LN· DRflJ . SET INPUT = DRTN LINWD (0) e
.
LN DRl (1) + DRTN .

. LINWD (1) . �LN DRI (0)

RESET INPUT = LN DRI .( 0 )

SET INPUT = DRTN LINWD (0) .LNDRO (O).+.DR'l'N·
.

LINWD (0) .LN DRO (1)
RESET INPUT = 1

·F/F LN DRI

Figure 4.5 Design of Control Logic for Stepper M()tor.
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flip-flop goes. These are often referred to as ndon't care"·
.

.

..
.

.

states; they.arise because only three out of a.possible four.

register states are b�ingutilized. These "don't care"

conditions should be listed because they can often reduce.

the required logic for a control.

The 'level gating required to implement this logic

is summarized at the bottom of figure 4�5. The design of

this gating is based on the transition table' for the re'quired

logic and the type.of flip-f19P that is used•. DEC.' flip�flops

that have set and reset input DCD gates can be connected to

function in several ways •.. (i·.e. 'JK, D, RS, etc.• )
.

·In this.

design, they were connected so that they operated as JKtypes.

The transition table for a JK. flip-:-flop is shown in figure

4.6 •. The bottom of fi.gure 4.6 shows how JK inputs should be

excited to set the flip-:-flop to its desired state •

.

The general approach taken to obtain' the'minimal

gating is sUmmarized below.

(i) Determine how each flip-flop' is to change

from its present state to its next state

for all present state combinations •. This is

done by referring to the transi.tion table

for the. control.

(1i') Construct a truth table for.J and K inputl1,>.
from {L) and the JK excf.t.at.Lon table.

. .

••
•• t

•
•

(iii) . Obtain the minimal logic expression for;:J
.

.'

and K inputs of all register flip-flops.

I
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Q
..

Q

. tn tn + I

J K Q

0 e Qn

0 I "

I • I

---

I .

I Qn
K J

Transition table.

�., '. Q.

K J

Qn Qn+1 J K

..

e I I d·

" I I d

I , d ·1

I I d (I

Note: I, d = don't care

Excitation table·

Figure 4.6. Transition 8 Excitation Tables for J - K Flip - Flop.
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To illustrate this, approach ,consider line 1 of

the transition table in, ,figure 4. S. It states that after the

next Clock pulse, flip-flop LN ORO is to remain in the zero'

state and flip-flop LN ,'ora is to be set to 1 •.

'

:Referring 'to

the JK excitation, table in figure', �. 6, for, flip-flop LN ORO,

J and K inputs must be "0" and "d" respectively, and for

. . ..

flip-flop LN DRl, .t.hey must be "1" and "d". All present

register states are considered in this aame manner. A truth,'

table is then constructed for both J'and K. inputs. The

Karnaugh map can then be used, to obtain t.he minimal' logic
.

.
. .

expression for each. level input.'

d) Stepper motor dri�e circuitry

Flow of current through the stepper motor stator

coils is controlled by three DEC driver switches (8: S/A).

The input diodes to theSE:! switches decode the present state

of register LINE DRIVE. For all, three states of register

LINE DRIVE one switch is turned on. This means one coil

input is at ground and the other two are tied to -24 volts

through' a s,on resistor,.

4.4 Homing Dove Prism and Mechanical Slit

Machine language instruction sets flip-flops

INITIALIZE ROTATION (INTRT, lO:5/B) and INITIALIZE LINE

WIDTH (INTLD; SIB). Flip-flop INTRT .enabLes a r·eal time

clock to supply pulses to the rotation motor ,control logic,

(3; SIB). This motor will continue to rotate until a

ROTAT,ION HOME signal
,.
is sensed. When this event takes

place, flip-flop INTRT will reset, inhibiting pulses to
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. .. .

the· stepper motor control.· In a similai:: manner flip-flop
...

IN.TLD enabLes real time clock to supply pulses to the slit

motor control logic ·(6; 2/A). Initially the ·direction of

the slit is set so it rotates open. A delayed 6304

instruction resets flip-flop DRTN LINWD (6; SIB) cau�ing

the slit to b�gin to close. The slit motor will continue

to rotate until a LINwo CLOSE HOME signal is generated·
.

.

. (10; 2/D). When this event occurs flip-flop INTLD is

reset inhibiting pulses to the slit stepper motor.control

logic.

When both flip-flop· INTRT and INTLW return to the

zero state they turn on NAND gate DEHJ (10; 3/B) ·whose output
.

.

sets flip-flop INITIALIZE FLAG (liB). This flip-flop informs

the computer that the hardware .operation is complete.

4.5 Symbol Disk Rotation

a)
.

Basic operation

The control logic required for symbol disk rotation

is very similar to that required for the mechanical.slit.

Fig.ure 4 � 7 shows the normal sequence of events that takes

place for th,is control. Machine. language instruction 6324

loads the re<Iuired number of symbol steps from the accumulator

into a 6 bit register called SYMBOL. As in the mechanical

slit control, this. number is s.tored in 2 "s complement.

negative form.

Machine language.instruction 6324 is-also used
.. .

to set flip-flop LATCH (11;·2/A). This flip-flop controls



IOT6324

Store req d number of
symbol . steps

Ye.

toke '21s complement

.
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No

Step .

motor

Engage .:
: disk

\ inform computer

Set
.
devJce f log to

. No

No

Figure 4.7 .Symbol Disk Control Flow Diagram.' .
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the latch solenoid driver switch DR. When it turns on,
,.' .

the latching mechanism disengages from the symbol disk.

A delayed lOT 6324 signal,then'sets a ,flip-
,

"

flop called TOG,GLE ,�NABLE 1 (TGI ENB: 13; 2/D). This

flip-fl.op enabl¢s pulses from, a real time clock to be

supplied to the stepper 'motor logic control as well as,

register STEP. Register STEP is connected as an

asynchronous count of 8 circuit; its purpose is to lteep

track of the number of motor pulses between adjacent

symbol positions. Each, time register STEP overflows it

increments register SYMBOL. Register SYMBOL functions

,
as an asynchronous up-counter storing the remaining number

of symbol steps. It overflows when the disk has rotated

the required Dumber of steps. ,When. this event occ.rra ,

flip-flop LATCH is reset causing the latch solenoid to

de-energize. The latch t.hen Locatiea the symbol, disk

, accurately into pos t t.Lon , When this has been completed,' a

flip-flop SYMBOL FLAG (11, 3/A) is set to inform the computer,

,

that the hardware operation has terminated.

As iIi the mechanical slit control, a request for

zero symbol steps is considered legal. Normal initiation of

the ha):'dware is disallowed by a' false ENABLE SET SYMBOL level"
,

"

from gate KLPN (11; 2/C). A true ZERO level enables

instruction 6324'to trigger pulse amplifier KLM (11; 3/B).

The output of this logic cir,cuit collector sets' flip-flop

SYMBOL FLAG.'
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b) Stepper motor driver coritrol logic

The table shown in figure 4,.8 shows how stepper

motor stator coils were driven to obtain a 7.S degree, step
'. 21'

s rze • A two' bit r'egister stores the present awi tching

state of the mot.or and controls driver switches Sl, S2, S�

and S4.

This two bit register called SYMBOL DRIVE consists

of flip-flops SYM DRI and SYM DR2 {13; 3/B}.' The logic

required to implement ,this register is designed using the

same approach as described in section 4.3(c}. The'transitiori

table for this logic, is shown at the top of figure 4.9. The

next state of register SYMBOL' DRIVE is a function of the

present state of flip-flops SYM DRl, SYM DR2 and input,

variable flip-flop DRTN' SY,M. The required level gating for

this register is summarized at the bottom of figure 4.9�

The driver circuitry used for this control motor'

consists of four DEC solenoid driver switches. These simple

driver switches can be used because current is driven through

the stator coils in only one directic:m.

4.6 Selection of Magnification 'Lens

a) Basic operation

Machine language instruction 6334 loads, the desired

magnification lens information from the accumulator into a

2 bit register called TURRET ,(14; SIC). The output of this

register is decoded mom,entarily by a delayed 6334 pulse' to

produce three logic signals. These logic signals control the
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Control Reg. SI S2 S3 ···.S4·

00 CLOSED OPEN' CLOSED OPEN· ..

,01 . CLOSED. OPEN oPEN CLOSED'
. 1 I OPEN CLOSED �EN' CLOSED
10 OPEN· CLOSED CLOSED OPEN.

-24Volts .

50 Ohms 50·Ohms

-24 Volts

50 Ohms 50 Ohms'

s·4

..

Figure 4.8 Energizing Symbol .Disk Stepper.
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Transition Table

PRESENT STATE

Inp·ut Variable INTERNAL. STATE
NEXT STATE

DRTN SYM ·SYM DR1 SYM DR1 SYM DR1· SYM DR2

0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 0

1 0 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 0

1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 0

.

DeD Gate Level Input Gating

F/F SYM DR2

SET INPUT =DRTN SYM(l)·SYM DR2 (0) + D:R:"N SYM (0)

..• SYM DR2 (1)

RESET INPUT = DRTN SYM ( 1) • SYM DR2 (i) + DRTN

SYM (0) • SYM DR2 ( 0 )

SET INI>UT = DRTN SYM (1) .SYM DR1 (1) + DRTN SYM (0)

• SYM DR1 (0).

RESET INPUT· = DRTN SYM (1) .SYM DR1 (0) + ORTN

SYM (0) �SYM DR1 (1)

F/F SYM DR1

Figure 4.9 Design of Symbol Disk Stepper Motor· Control Log�C ••
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turret motor driver circuitry. When the desired lens

has been selected, a flip-flop called TURRET FLAG (4/B)

is set to inform the computer that the hardware operation

is completed.'

b) Driver circuitry

The synchro torque transmitter is an unusual

choice for the 'turret control motor. �ormally it is used

in conjunction with,a synchro motor. However, for this "

application ·it is operated ,in the same manner as a normal

stepper motor. The turret is rotated to the desired position
"

by momentarily energizing the rotor arid at.at.oz windings of the

torque transmitter with the direct current. During this time,

the rotor will try to align with the magnetic field set

up by the motor's stator windings. Figure 4.10 stows how'

these stator 'coils are energized to obt.aLn a 120 degree motor

step. The stator motor driver circuits are similar to those

described for the rotation stepper moco'r , (See section, 4 • 2. c. )

4.7 Inner and Outer Light 'Shutter Control

Flip-flops INNER (lSb; 2/B) and OUTER (3/B) control'

energization of the light head's inner and outer row light

shutter's. Flip-flop MODE (SIB) stores the operating state

of the intensity control (i.e. whether it is set for "line

drafting" or'''image flashing". See section,4.9'on intensity
, ,

control for more details.). PDP-8 accumulator bits 0,.10"

and 11 indicate what action is to be taken by the control

when a machine instruction 6164 is issued. The summary. of

these details follow:

•
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Turret Turret Register Stator

Lens Tur 0 Tur I Coil I
.

Coil 2 Coil 3

XI ·0 0 - + OPEN

X2. 0 . I +
..

OPEN··· -

X3 I 0
.

OPEN - +.

-24v

Rotor

+

\ 51

-

R2

._ + ." --

Figure 4.10 Energizing. Turret Control Motor.
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ACO =s. 0 • Turn selected shutter on

ACI = 1 ·'i'urn selected shutter off

AClO =. 0 Set state of intensity contro l, to
line mode.

.
AClO = 1 Set state of intensity control to

Li.ne mOde

ACII =: 0

ACII :,_; 1

Select inner row light shutter.

Select outer row light· shutter

.
.

Machine instruction. 6164 normally triggers either.

delay chain 1 or 2 (lSa.; top of drawing) ·to produce signal

+1 � SHUTTER (lSa; SIC) which is used to set the controls

device flag, flip-flop. SHUTTER FLAG (lSb;. SIC). The state

of flip-flop MODE determines which delay·chain is selected.

If it is set ·for "line drafting", then sfgnal ENS .wINE wiii

be true allowing delay chain l·to be tri9gered (4/A). ·If it

is set for· "image flashing", then signal ENB PSYMB will. be

.. true allowing delay chain 2 to be triggered.
.

Delay 1 is. set

·to the value of the light. shutter delay·plus the.time it

takes to properly expose the end of lines (see section 3�4.6

on light shutter specifications). Delay 2 is set equal·to

the light shutter opening time�

·To ·ease the burden of programming an·additional

hardware delay is added to handle the case when the. operating

mode of intensity control is switched from "line drafting" to

"image flashing".· This is required. to .al16w the intensity. of

the projected image ·to settle to a new value before the.li9ht

shutter is opened. When this .event occurs signal SWTMD is
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generated (lSa; 4/C) and is, used to disable signals END

,PLINE (l/C) and ENS PSYMB. It also enables, signal IOTLS

to trigger a 30 millisecond delay EFM (lSa; 3/B) which is

,

• .added in series with delay chain 2.

4.8 Interface to PDP-8 Computer

Several processor input/output'signals are used to'

interface the light head control functions to the PDP-8
,

' '

computer. Some signals have already 'been mentioned. A list

of the signals that are ,used is summarized below:

a) Input/output transfer pulses and memory buffer bit 3-8

DEC device selector WI03 boards are used to convert

processor lOP pulses into interface lOT pulses. One WI03

board is used for each control. Each device seLeceox Ls

assigned its own individual device code and is proqrammed to

,accept computer lOP pulses only ,if the device code is present

on processor input/output MEMORY' BUFFER lines 3-8,., For' example, '

, the device code for the dove prism interface is "34" (see

middle two, digits of dove prism machine language instruction).

This means, that the dove prism lOT pulses, will be generated,'

from lOP pulses only in the event that code "34" is present

on MEMORY BUFFER lines 3-8.

b) Accumulator input and output lines,'

When programmed data transfers are made to and from

the PDP,-8 and an' interface, they are always done via a
"

twelve bit register in'the processor called the,ACCUMULATOR

(AC). Several AC output lines are utilized to provide each
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control with iriformation on the.operation being performed.

The AC.input lines were used to· load the status· of the

control into the computer.

c) INTERRUPT and·SKIP line

,The INTERRUPT line is used to inform th� c·ompute�
when a control needs servicing. (i.e. A.device flag is set.)

All interface device.flags are connected .to this line. The.

SKIp line is used to ·allow the processor to·identify which

device flag is requesting service.

Both INTERRUPT and SKIP lines are connected tQ.the

output of an AND/NOR gate. R141 (9; l/ABCD). This module

performs two· levels of gating. The first level consists of

seven two input negative. AND gates. The output·of each

gate becomes bne.input to the second stage of this module,
.

which is a seven .input negative NOR ga:te.

d) POWER CLEAR pulse

This negative pulse is· generated when the computer

is turned on or when the START key on the computer console

I
I
r •

is· depressed. This pulse is buffered by an invertor.ML and

KJ. (09; 3/C). and is used to reset all control device flags.

e)
.

SPECIAL CLEAR pulse

Pulse SPECIAL CLEAR (SPL CLR) is not produced by·the

PDP-8 processor. but has been included· in this section because

it is often substituted for the POWER CLEAR pulse. It is used

in situations where it is not desirable to have, clear pulses

generated by the computer console START key. A good example
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of this is the SYMBOL DRIVE register in the symbol disk

rotation control. If· this register is cleared during a

symbol hardware operation, it is possible that the· symboi

disk would not stop at a symbol position. The symbol disk

would have to be manua.lIy rotated to a correct position.

before another hardware operation could be performed •.

A reed relay (9; 5/B) Is used to generate pulse

SPL CLR. It is energized by the control logic -15 volt

power supply. The normally open contact of this device'is

fed to invertors HF and ED. (9; 5/B). When power is applied

to the light head control, it will take some time for the

-15 volt supply to charge to its final value due to the.

capacitance associated with its output. Because of this,
. .

. the normally open contact of the reed relay will r�main

momentarily open causing invertors ED and SF to turn on and

generate the pulse SPL CLR -.

f) SPECIAL CLEAR LINE WIDTH

This pulse is generated when power is applied to the

control or in .the event of an illegal mechanical slit hardware

execution. It is used to reset register LINE which must be

clear at the.beginning of a line width hardware operation.

4.9 Intensity Control

A basic block diagram of the intensity control

hardware is shown in figure 4.11. It consists of a clo.sed

loop control for the light source, an open loop control

for the attenuator blade, two circuits that produce a
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manually adjustable reference voltage and a circuit that

calculate's the velocity of the 'plotter.

The velocity compute circuit electronically "

,

calculates the velocity of the'travelling light image'from,

'existing signals in the drafting system. Both axes of the

Gerber plotter 'are independently'driven by stepper mOtors.

'Therefore,the,velocity of either axis can be determined

simply by monitoring the frequency of the pulses supplied to,

its stepper motor control logic. The pulse trains for both

X and, Y motor axis are sent to the two input channels of the

comput.e circuit where they are converted to an analog

voltage which is proportional to frequency. Using the

Pythagorean theorem to compute the total velocity from its

X and Y components,

V =N2+V2
t ',x y

where V is the total velocity,
,

t

V , is the X velocity component,
x

and Vy is the Y velocity component.

The output of the velocity compute circuit serves as the

input intensity demand signal for the intensity control loop.

The input channels of the velocity compute circuit

are interfaced to, digital multiplexer circuits I and 2.,

These circuits allow the intensity demand signa.! to be

produced from other, pulse train sources than those for the

Gerber plotter. Two other' pulse trains are supplied from'
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real time clocks. The main purpose of the first clock is to

ensure that,the light source is never completely turned'off

during the, line drafting operation. This is desirable

,because the response speed of the lamp is limited. The

frequency of this clock is set to reflect the start/stop'

speed of the plotter. The second clock is conneqted when 'the

projector is programmed for "image flashing". Its frequency,
is set to reflect the desired intensity for "image flashingi'.

The closed loop control for the 'light source

consists of
,

error amplifier, adjustable regulated power,

supply, photodiode and current to voltage amplifier.

The demand signal for this control normally comes

from the velocity compute circuit. However, it can be

manually switched to an adjustable reference vol t�,ge. Tbis

facility is useful for conducting exposure tests on film.

The open loop control for the attenuator blade

consists of a regulated power supply the output voltage of

which can be controlled by either another adjustable

reference voltage or by' the, velocity circuit. The primary'

purpose of this control is to compensate for ,different film

speeds.

a) Interface to velocity compute circuit

The interface to the two input channels of the

intensity control hardware is shown ,in drawing 23. This

interface uses several logic signals produced in the Gerber

plotter interface.
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(i) Pulse X SMOOTH This pulse is generated .:

every time the plotter X axis motor

increments •.

'.

Pulse y SMOOTH This pulse is generated

every time the plotter Y .axd.s .motor

(ii)

increments.

(iii) BCLK EN . (i) This logic signal will be

true whenever the plotter is moving.

The heart of this interface are the digital multi-

plexer switches that connect the various pulse trainsources

to two input channels of the intensity control. They consist

of pulse amplifiers with DCD input gates. Several logic

signals determ,ine which pulse train source is to be connected

to the control. The conditions under which each pulse train

source is connected are summarized by the logic statements

.

given below.
- .. ----.-....--.------�---------------------.,

Reference Clock 2 ENB REF2 MODE (1)

.

Reference Clock' 1

Logical ConditionSource

Gerber Pulses ENB GERB = (INNER (1) + OUTER (1»)
BCLK ENB (1) - 'MODE (1)

ENB .REFI = ENB GERB • MODE (0)

- ...•-----.--.-.------.....�-------------------.

Note that the Gerber pulses are connected only

when the film is exposed to an image and the. plotter is

moving and the mode of the.control is set for "line drawing".

I·f this condition is not true while still in "line drawing"

mode, then Reference Clock 1 is connected. If the control
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is. programmed· for. "image flashing" thEm Reference clock 2· is

connected to the intensity control.

The·three logic statements showri in this table are

generated by gating (23; l/C) and serve as the enabling Lriput.s

for· the pulse amplifierDCD input gates. The output pulses

produced by the pulse amplifiers are then widened by a ,delay

and fed to the intensity control via bus driver circuits.

b)' Velocity compuce circuit

The pulses entering the input Channels X and Y of

the velocity compute circuit are first fed to comparator cir:-

cuits (24; 2/B and 2/C). The maf.n purpose of these circuits

is to remove any: pulse ringing that may be present,on these

input channels. The output of each comparator circuit is then
, ...

fed to a frequency. to voltage converter circuit. This circuit

produces an analog voltage that is linearly proporti�nal to'

input frequency. The frequency to voltage converter circuits

that are used are model �337 modules manufactured by Optical

Electronics Incorporated29• This circuit converts every zero

crossing at its input into a constant width pulse. These

pulses are integrated to produce. an analog voltage· that is

proportionai to input frequency.

The total· plotter velocity is then, computed from it,S

X and Y components by a root sum of squares circuit ,mode],." 4352

manufactured by Teledyne Philbrick Nexus30• This ,circuit em

ploys logarithm, antilogarithm and summing amplifiers to obtain

the resultant vector voltage from its analog X and Y·inputs.
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The large signal output response of this velocit'y

circuit was measured to be approximately 30 milliseconds

(i.e. 10% to 9Q%full, scale response to a s t.ep iLnput.L,
, '

The positive" output voltage from the root of

squares circuit is then, inverted to negative by amplifier,'
EM (SIB). This extra inverter circuit is required in order

'to provide the proper polarity demand voltage to,the control

lOop.

c) Manually adjustable references

Normally for automatic operation, the output of,

inverter EM, is used as a demand voltage for the control loop.
. ..

.

However, the demand voltage can also originate from a manually

adjustable reference voltage circuit., (The demand voltage

source is selected manually by switch 51: 24; 6/B�) A

stable reference voltage is obtained from an 8.4 volt

temperature compensated zener diode (SiC). This diode

regulates ,the voltage across a lKQ potentiometer. The

desired reference voltage is set by the wiper arm of the

potentiometer and is fed to a noninverting unity gain amplifier.

The amplifier acts as a buffer for this voltage reference sig

nal. (i.e. It has a high input and low output ,impedance.)

d) "Light source'intensity 'control loop

The main loop of the light source intensity control

consists of a high gain error voltage amplifier stage. 'The

error amplifier is constructed from a Motorola 'general pur-

pose 1439 operational amplifier ,(25; 3/B). It amplifies the
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difference between demand and feedback signals. Its gain is'
.

.

determined by the ratio of 'its external components.

The power amplifier circuit is used to increase the

drive capability of the voltage produced by.the output of'

the error amplifier. A Motorola monolithic voltage regulator

circuit MC146lR and PNP power transistor MJ490 are used to

regulate a DC voltage to a value equal to' that of the output

of the error amplifier. (Approximately 18 volts DC is

supplied from an isolation transformer, full wave bridge

and filter capacitor.) .Since the.MC146lR regulator can

supply a maximum continuous current of .5 amps, transistor

.MJ490 is added to increase the capability of the regulator

circuit up to two amperes. Only the final unity gain stage
.

of the regulator circuit is utilized. It acts as � control

amplifier for· the transistor, adjusting its.base current,

(i.e •. its effective' resistance) so that the 'output voltage

of the regulator will. be equal to that zequeat.ed by. the

error amplifier.

The feedback signal is produced by a united Detector

Technology model PINS Schottky silicon pin photodiode which

is mounted in close proximity to the light source. A 1/4 inch

thick heat shield is mounted in front of it to protect it

from the heat generated by the lamp. The photodiode is

operated.with zero biasing voltage. by directly .connecting its

anode into the inverting input of a Burr Brown 3S03A FET input
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operational amplifier (4/C).· Because of negative feed.back.,··

the output of this amp.lifier will adjust ·to keep the vo L tage
.

ac' its inverting input to approximately 0 vol1;:.s. Hence. there

is no,voltage·bias across the diode. Since the input current

to the amplifier is negligible, the current flowing through

the diode will flow through .the amplifier feedback resistor

to produce an output voltage which is directly related to

diode current.

where Rf is the value of the feedback resistor

and Id is the current flowing through the diode.

For low frequencies, the diode sees an input impedance of

where Rf is the value of the feedback resistor,

and A is the open loop gain of the amplifier.

Because this impedance is very· low, .the current ··through

the diode and hence the amplifier output voltage will be

proportional to the light that is seen by the diode24•
The photodiode is operated with zero voltage

bias in order to minimize the effects of changes in tempera

ture. Under these conditions, there is no diode. leakage .

..
.

..

current and so changes in diode current with temperature

are due only to shifts in its responsivity. This shift· is

approximately.3% per degree F.

Operating the photodiode in this mode lowers its
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. .

sensitivity but this is not a problem since it is mounted

in close proximity to the light.source� At·the lowest lamp·

intensity setting (i.e. minimum plotter speed), the diode
.

.

.
.

.
.

current is still several orders of magnitude greater than

.

the input bias current of the amplifier. Therefore changes·

in output. voltage due to amplifier input bias drift are

.. negligible ... Output voltage. changes due to voltage offset

drift are also LnsLqnLf'Loant; because the voltage gain con

figuration of the amplifier is less than unity.

An approximate mathematical model for the control

loop is shown in figure 4.1231 .. Several assumptions have

been made in this model.

(i) ·The relationship between output· intensity

vs •. lamp voltage can be approximated to

be a first order transfer function.

(ii) The value of K2 is assumed to be constant

over the operating region of the lamp.··

(iii) High order poles have.been neglected.

On the basis of this model, output lamp intensity

as seen by the diode is related to input demand voltage by

the following expression.

where Kl is the ·9ain of the error amplifier.

K2 is proportionality constant relating diode current

to lamp voltage.



· VD +
�

J
I
1

Kl K;? �n! 1 + TLS
J

VF

if Kl K2 KF > > > 1 then the above expression simplifies to

Figure 4.12 Mathematical Modei of Lamp Servo Loop,
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TL is the time co.nstant o.f the lamp.

KF is the gain o.f the. current to. vo.ltage co.nverter

circuit.

This·control loop can be. approximated to· be a type
..' '.

.

o system •. Theoretically its gain can be set to infinity;.

however, this is not. found Ln practice due t.o. the neglected

higher order poles in the system. A loop gain setting of

10 to 20 is used�

The bandwidth o.f the error amplifier' was reduced to

.10 kilo.cycles per second to. reduce the high frequencyn6ise

caused by the·frequency to voltage converters in the velocity

compute circuit. This was do.ne by adding a 47 picofarad capa

cito.r·in parallel with the error amplifiers 220 kilo.hm feedback.

resistor.

The respo.nse of the .co.ntrol loop was measured by

applying a step input vo.ltage and monitoring feedback vo.ltage

produced by the current to vo.ltage amplifier. The large·

signal response of this control was .50 mi�liseconds (10% to

90% o.utput) both fer a po.sitive step input.and a negative·

one.

e) Attenuator blade co.ntrol

The open loop control that was develo.ped for

attenuator blade is shown in drawing 26. It basically

consists of an Optical· Electronics Incorporated mo.del 968·4·

po.wer operatio.nal amplifier. This device is capable of

driving a 5 watt load. Negative feedback. has been applied

to this device so. that its gain will be. determined by a ratio

of its external compo.nents.
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·The transmission versus voltage characteristic

of the attenuator blade shown in figure 4.13 was measured

by mounting a photodiode at the output ·01: the,PSS light.
. .

head. This curve is non-linear at low and high 'Leve l.s of

transmission and exhibits hysteresis. The effects of these

non-linearities could be reduced·by running the attenuator

under closed loop conditions. As. discussed eirlier, this

approach' was rejected mainly because a fairly major

modification would have to be made to the PSS Li.ght head

... in order to mount a photodiode after the' vane.

The full scale response of the vane was measured

to be 10 milliseconds (i.e. from 10% to 90% transmission

for a step input).

4.10 System Photographs

The interface and control for the PSS light head,

is shown in figure 4.14. The DEC chassis shown in figure

4.lS(a} houses most of the electronics. The intensity

control hardware shown in figures 4.l4(b) and (c), was·

constructed in a Hammond steel instrument case.

Photographs of the basic components of the compr'ete

drafting system are shown in figure 4.15. The. Potter MT-3'6

magnetic tape transport and PDP-8 computer are shown in

figure 4�lS(a}. Figure 4.lS(b) shows the.Barr and Stroud

PSS light head mounted· on the Gerber model 32 drafting table.
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(a) Digital electronics wired on

D.E.C. chassis

(b) Outside view of intensity

control

(c) Inside view of intensity

control

Figure 4.14 Photogra�s of Interface a Control for PS -5 Light Head.



Figure 4.15

(a ) Potter MT - 36 transport a

D.E.C. pop-a mini - computer

( b) . Barr a Stroud· PS - 5 light
head mounted on Gerber 32

table

Photographs of Automatic Drafting System.

loi
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5 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

5.1 General.

This chapter discusses the· performance of the PS5

light head and associated hardware presented in earlier

chapters. Firstly, the· control and interface are examined

to determine whether they have met the hardware requirements

set out in Chapter 3. This is followed by a discussion of
.'

the line drawing and symbol·projecting performance of the·

light head on plastic based Ortho f i.Lm, This film is then

compared with other plastic based films that could be used.

Finally, several sample film plots are shown ·to illustrate

the type of.drawing that is produced by this automatic

drafting system.

5.2 ·Interface and Con:trol

5.2.1 Digital hardware

.Most of the interface and control is constructed'

from digital circuitry.
.

This type of el.ectronics is stable

and requires very few adjustments •

. Several control exerciser programs were written.

for the PDP-8 computer to evaluate the operation of the

controls with reference feedback (i;e. dove prism, mechanical

slit and symbol disk controls) •. Each hardware operation is·

determined by the bit pattern of a word in computer memory.

The program cycles through the complete 4K memory of the
.

PDP-8, decoding each word for the time and typ� of each hard

ware operation. It also remembers where the. r�ference origin
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position of 'the control is with respect to its present

position. After a predetermined number of hardware opera�

tions, the program instructs the control to'move to its refer-

ence position for a hardware check. Such a program will ,not

detect all hardware faults since only reference feedback is

provided by the control. An example of such'an event would

be if two hardware 'faults occurred between reference position

checks such that the second faulty operation cancelled out the

first. However, the 'probability of suchan event occuring

would be very low.

The'final test of ,any control is to study how well

it functions in its real,. working environment. The PDP-8 plot

control program used in the automatic drafting system is de-'

signed 'so that:severar checks are made against do,,�, symbol

disk alld me9hanlcal slit'reference origin positions during'the'

course of a plot., "These controls, plus the ot.her remaining ones

can also be checked by closely examining'plots of ,known graphi

ca l data., These tests showed that all digital hardware could

In subsequent models of the PS5 light head, the

, ,

, ,

.be run reliably over long periods of time.

The dove prism hardware control pcesenced , by far,

the greatest difficulty in its early stages of, de.velopment.

The main problem was to obtain ,reliable stepper motor opera

tion for a continuous range of speeds up to the maximum

required image rotation rate� Also, the method used for

detecting the dove home position was unreliable.
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problem,of "stepper motor reson.ance" has been reduced

because of the increased amount .of damping available in

the system. "Reliable stepper motor operation can be obtained

up to a maximum image,rotation rate 'of 600 degrees per second�

5.2.2 Analog hardware

A significant portion of the intensity,control is

constructed from analog circuitry. This circuitry has t,o

remain stable if film exposure conditions are to be held

constant� The feedback and demand voltages to the lamp servo

loop were noted periodically during tests and were found to

be stable. This was mainly attributed to the use of negative

fe'edback in the control and because of ,the, relativ�ly' constant

temperature environment.

It wasnot'found necessary' to make any adjustment
, ..:

to this control during the lifetime of the lamp or even

when it was replaced. This was believed 'to be due, to several

reasons. Firstly, it was found that the voltage intensity',
,

,

characteristic of the lamps used'did not change significantly

over their lifetime because of,the presence of halogen,gases

surrounding the lamp filament. "Secondly,' the characteristics

of each lamp were closely matched to one another. Thirdly,

the negative feedback employed in the lamp servo loop

provided some compensation for the varying.intensity:"'voltage'

characteristics 6f the lamps. Finally, small changes in

exposure conddt.Lons were not' noticeable ori the, developed film
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due to its large exposure latitude.

As,explained'earlier, the open loop contrOl for

the attenuato�"blade'was also tested as an alternative

method to controliirig the intensity of the projected,imag�.
, ,

This is discussed, Ln t.he next section. The 'att'enuator blade'

is presently being used to compensate for'the different ,film'

speeds. Under ex'isting, conditions it must .be a,et to fully

open for dr(ifting on Orthofilm with a .004"'fixed dimension

'rectangle. It is for this reason that no data is available,

on the long term stability of this open loop control.

The latest PS5 light head models are supplied with

a 6 volt 20 w(itt tungsten halogen ligllt source. However, the

present intensity control has yet to be upd(ited to provide for

the' extra drive' capability.

The performance of the intensity control over the,

range of plotting speeds, is discussed in the next aectLcn ,
.

5.3 'Drafting on Ortho Film

5.3.1 General

Much emphasis was pr'aced on evaluating thePS5

light head from the cartographic user's point of view, that
" ,

is its ability,'to draft on film to a very high s t.andard ,

Special test patterns were drawn on Dupont and Kodak Ortho

plastic based films. An attempt was made to identify all .

variables that could have a significant effect on,the quality

and,accuracy of results.'
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5.3.2 Line drafting

Most of the line drawing tests were conducted

with a rectangular shaped image. although a circular one was

also evaluated. Several variables were found to affect the.

quality and accuracy of the line work; the more 'important

oneS are discussed in the next few sections .

.

a) Film

As explained in section 3.4.7, one' Of the reasons

why Dupont Cronar Ortho Sensitive film was selected. for this

drawing system was that well-defined iines could "be drawn

over a wide . range of exposure condLt.Lons •.. This means that

good line quality could be' obtained without the need for a

precise intensity control.

Film processing conditions represent another

factor that affects the width and density of developed

lines. The film was processed under similar conditions to

those recommended. by the manufacturer. It was developed for

three minutes ±IS seconds in Kodalith developer stored at a

temperature of 70 deqree s s ±2 degrees F.

Since development time and temperature are the two

most critical factors in the developing process, an experi

ment was conducted. to determine what effect they had on

results. In the first test developer temperature was h�ld

constant at 70 degrees F, ±2 degrees F, and development

time was varied from 2 to 4 minutes. This test was performed

on a .005"·wide.line. The width of the line increased
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slightly as a function of development time. The overall'

increase' in width was measured to be less than .0005".

The density of the line decreased appreciably for development

time values of less than 2 minutes 30 seconds. In. the second.

test, developmerit temperature was varied from 60 degrees.F.

to. 80 degrees·F. The 'results obtained with this test were.

very similar to the first.· The overall increase in line

width was less than .0005". while line density decreased

significantly for developer' temperatures of. less than 65

degrees F.

The conclusions made from these experiments were'

that. for lines drawn with a rectangular image the development

time and temperature. could' be varied by ±18 seconds and

t7 degrees F without significantly affecting the developed

line width and density.

b) Intensity control

When drafting lines, the intensity control must

adjust the intensity of the projected image proportionally to

its velocity to maintain constant exposure conditions. This

is accomplished by varying the current through the iight

source under closed loop conditions. The lines obtained with

this control appeared to be excellent even when viewed through

a 40 power microscope. Edges were well defined,.line.width

variation was less than .0003" and there was no noticeable

variation in density either across the width or along the

length of a line. The control was set ·so that a line was
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given approximately 1 1/2 times the. minimum. required

exposure to. allow for any variations' in the intensity

control and film processing conditions -.

As discussed in' Chapter 5, the intensity.'. control

has, its limi tatiqns since no' attempt was made to closeiy .

. match the spectral characteristics of the photodiode to .that

of the film. A test was conducted to determine aPllroximately.
how well the control worked ove;r the operating speed range

of the plotter. The lamp servo loop was .set to its, manuaL

operating mode (i.e� a manually adjustable voltage serves as

the demand signal to the lamp servo Loop),
.'

A ser'ies of

.005". wide lines. were drawn, all at one selected speed � The'

line'. was by
. .

.

exposure time of each varied manually adjusting

the intensity of . the projected image • The purpose 'of this test

was to determine t.he minimum intensity required to produce an

acceptable line at·this speed. Figure 5.l·shows a sample'
,

'

of the results of such a. test conducted at. several plotter

speeds. Illustrated is a·series of straight. lines' that

have been drawn with a .005" wide rectangle at speeds of

.05, ".1, .. 5 and'1 inches per' second. Lamp current, servo

demand and feedback voltages as well as exact widt.h are
. .

indicated'foreach .line. The minimum values required for'

proper exposure of a .line are circled. for each·speed. 'Note

that the feedback voltage indicates approximately.how the

intensity of the projected image is changing since it is

monitoring the intensity of the light source •. For a given
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SPEED . DEMAND : FEEDBACK· LAMP '. Width in ...

IN/SEC VOLTAGE VOLTAGE CURRENT inches

1 in/sec 2.40 2�29 1.65
.

'

2.50 '.' 2.38 .. 1.66
2 e .60 . 2.49 1.67 �0045
2�70 2.58 . 1.68 ·.OQ45
2.80 '2.68 1.69 .0045

..

2.90 2.78. . 1.70 .0045·
.

i 3.00 2.89
•

1. 71 .0048 I
·

3.10 2.99 1. 72 .0048

. 5 in/sec .' ,1.30 1.19 1.49
. : ...

" .....

1.40 1. 30 1.51
1.50 1.39 1.52
1.60 1.50 ·1.54 '.0045

. 11•70 1.59 ·1.55 . .0048 I
· 1.80 1.69 1.57 .0048
· 1.90·" 1. 79 1.58 .. .0049
.2.00 1.89 1.60 ,0049 ,

.

.1 in/sec ·,38 29 1.25.
,

.40 '31 1.26 t...

.42 .34 1.27
,

--_. __ . . .... -- .

.44 ,36 1.28

.'46 .38 1.29 '.004

.48 .40 1. 30 .0044

I .50 .41 1. 31 .0047 I
• 52· .43 1. 32 .. 0048

" .

.05 iri/sec .22 .14 1.17
.24 .16

.

1.18
.26 .18 1.19 .

'

' .

.28 .

• 20 1.21 _:__.. �.: :"

· 30· .22 1. 22 .004
• 32 .24 1.23 �0046

[ .34 .25 1. 24 .0048 I
.36 . .27 1.25 .0048"
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.

....

set of lines it will be approximately proportional to

exposure· time�

. The intensity control was then switched to aut.o-
. .

.matic mode and run as under normal plotting conditions (1'.e.

the intensity of the light source was varied proportionally

to the drafting speed). Similar· lines were drafted at the

speeds selected in the previous test. Once again lamp current,

dem�nd and feedback voltage were noted and compared to those

obtained in. the previous test.

Figure 5.2 shows a plot of minimum required servo

demand voltage versus drafting ·speed. Ideally this curve

should vary. linearly with drafting speed as does the actual

demand voltage which is also shown.· However, it is not

linear especially at �ower velocities.

There are two plausible explanations.for·this.

Firstly, it can be attributed to a mismatch in speptral
.

response of. the photodiode and. film. As plotting 'speed is

decreased, the intensity of the light source decreases and

hence its spectral output shifts in the direction of the

longer wave lengths. The photodiode sees this light but

the film is insenitive to it. Secondly, it is possible

that this non-linearity is caused by a phenomenon known· in

photography as· the reciprocity law of failure •. Briefly this

law states that maintaining a constant product of intensity.

and time does not ensure that the total energy absorbed by the
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photographic emulsion will remain constant. This effect can

usually be neglected in cases where variations in time and

intensity· are small. However, in this case it must be

considered, since intensity and time vary by up to 28 times ..

The non:-linear characteristics of the intensity.

control· do not adversely affect th.e q'l,lality of·lines prod-uced

for the range of drafting speeds used.· The operating point

of the control .(see actual voltage demand curve) is set high

enouqh to ensure proper· line exposure. for low speeds.. The

excess amount of intensity that is present at higher speeds

is allowable because of the large e�posure latitude of the·

·photographic £ilm that is used. However this does place a

limit on the dyriamic operating range of the intensity control.

, One way of increasing this ,r�nge is to match the

shape of the servo demand voltage curve to that of the minimum

required demand. A significant improvement can be made. by us

ing a diode clamping network to limit the minimum demand

(i.e. log film. density vs. log exposure time). This was

voltage to the system. (See Chapter 4 drawing 24.l 6/B.) The

modified demand voltage curve is shown in figure 5.2.
.

.

A more precise approach to measuring the accuracy

of the intensity control was attempted by making use of ,a

device called a densitometer. This instrument is used ,to.

measure film. density. 'The aim of the first step of this

experiment was to obtain the film' s "characte.i:'istic curve"
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done by drawing a series of straight lines each with a

.

.
.

'.

different exposure time. The derisitometerwas then used

to measure' the density of each line. The' filni1,s

characteri,stic curve was then plq.tted from this data.
,

'

The intensity control was then operated 'in auto-'
,

,

matic'mode for the secorid stage of this test. The'intenSity

of the projected image was set so operation'of the
, "

characteristic curve was in the region of the greatest density
"

,

change� Straight lines were plotted at different selected

speeds., 'The density of each line, was measured and'referred

back to the characteristic curve to obtain variations in,

exposure' time.

The high contrast nature 6f the film made it diffi

cult to obtain valid results from the, test. Any slight':'

variation of illumination across the width of the line

produced significant changes in density. Consequently', it'

was diff icult to obtain co'nsistent densitometer readings �
,

'

'However, the test did' substantiate the ;findings of ,the

previous test.

As mentioned earlier, the open loop control of

the attenuator blade was also tested for possible use as

an intensity control.', ,The results obtained with this dev i.ce
,

'

,

were not �s good as those obtained from the lamp control loop.

This was mainly attributed to the non-linearity and hysteresis

of its transmission versus voltage characteristic. Since
"; "

the dynamic speed range of the plo'tter was 28: 1, operation in
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this non-linear. region of this curve is unavoidable. 'l'he •

. net result is that there is a noticeable. increase of .line·

width at lower speeds.

The conclusion made from these experiments was

that this open Loop control was. unacceptable mainly becauae

of the large operating range required. As noted in an

earlier discussion the dynamic operating·range of. the

attenuator could have been extended by running it under

closed loop conditions.

The attenuator blade with its present form of

control can still provide the useful function of varying
the operating point of t:.he lamp servo loop to accommodate

for different film speeds.

Figure 5.3 shows the type of line quality that

can be obtained with the PSS light head and Gerber plotter.

This·figure, Galled a rotating square, was selected mainly

because it provides an excellent check on the overall

positional accuracy of the plotter and on·the quality and

width toler�nces of a line drafted at a variety of angles.

The width of most lines shown are .0055" ±.0002S". The

width of lines drawn from the centre of the square are

slightly. larger because they have been doubly exposed.

c) Shape of projected image

As was discussed in Chapter 2 I a rectangular ..

shaped image was selected over the circular one for line
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drawing. One dimension of the rectangle remains fixed at

.004" while the other was varied to obtain the different line

, widths. ;':Ir

,�
Several tests'were conducted with the circle in

order to compare its performance to that of, the rectangle.

In one test, 'a series of straight l�nes were drafted'all

at constant velocity but each at a different intensity.
'

Each individual line was first drawn with a rectangle and

then with, a circle. A range of, line widths,were tested.

Several general conclusions were made from this t,est.
'

'

Firstly, both images produced good quality lines. Secondly,

for, small line widths (.005" -.015"), the intensity"for the

circle must be increased with respect to that for the rectangle,'

in order to sharply define its edges. Thirdly" in general,

the exposure latitude for ,the circle, is. Leas than that fOl;

the ,rectangle and decreases as, a function of diameter'.' For

example, the exposure latitude of a .005" dot is slightly

less than three while for the rectangle it is greater than 3.

However, if the'dot is increased to .015" its exposure

latitude is reduced to less than 2 while that for the

rectangle remains the same.' Finally, the circ.le cannot be"
, ,

used for drawing line widths of greater than .020" unless,

some means is introduced to compensate for the excessive

exposure produced at its centre.

Both the circle and rectangle were used to draft

some of the various types of lines'required on a nautical
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chart. The conclusion made from these tests was that the
.

.. rectangle should be used for straight lines and smooth curves ..

What is questioJiable,·however, is whether the rectangle :has

any advantage. over the" circle for drawing' irregularly shaped
. small width lines. such as shoreline and contours •.. The

reason for this is that the rectangle must be rotated in an

irregular manner and in some caaee is unable to follow the

abrupt changes in direction of the line •. AS.a result, the

edges of the line become jagged and there is noticeable

thinning at sharp corners. This is not evident when. tbe

circle'is used. because it does not have to be rotated.

d) Light. head.

Several components in the PS5 ligllt head have an,

important bearing on the quality of line work.. Firs.tly,

the optica:l system of .the light head must be designed so
.

. .
.

that image spread with increased intensity is minimal; tp,is

allows a greater· exposure latitude. As stated.earlier line

spreading is also a function of the shape of the projected

image and photographic film. For straight lines drawn on

Ortho film with a rectangular image, line spreading was less

than .001" for a three' times increase in light intensity.

Secondly, all optical components musn be aligned

accurately_ For example, if the axis of the dove prism is

not properly aligned to the rest of the optical system, ..

errors in rotation will result� This is of particular'

importance for line drawing with a rectangle bec.;iuse its
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Lmaqe must be rotated about its centre. Errors in rotation.
. ,

also occur if· the centre of the symbo1'does not align wi:th
the optical sys�em of· the light head. 'The error in rotation

for the current P55 light head was measured to" be iess than

.001" when using ·the one·times magnification l�ns.

Thirdly, in order to avoid improper exposure at

the beginning and end of lines, it is desirable to use light

shutters with fast opening and closing times � Then, the"

exposure for the beginning and· end of lines can be adjusted

in the light head contro l c The 'speeds of the light shutters'

in the P55 light· head were measured to be. approximately' 20
.

.
.

milliseconds from the time of energization and de-energization

.. o'f the shutter solenoids. These opening and closing speeds

were found acceptable for drafting on Ortho film.

To obtain optimum performance from the· P55· light·

head, it must be properly focussed. If this. is not done,

the projected rectangular image loses its shape. It was

found .through experience that line ends .become rounded and

line edges were not well-defined. Perhaps more important was

the loss of exposure latitude. This point is i11ustrat.ed in

figure 5.4. This series of curves was obtained by drawing·

a set of constant· velocity straight lines at different

projector heights. Line width was then plotted as a function

.. ' of absolute projector height. A family of curves was

obtained for different image intensities. Note -that line
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width variation with intensity is minimal in the region of
. .. .

focus of the· projector.

The reader.will note that the region of· focus of

this projector is extremely critical (.010").· The approximate

t.heore.t.Lcal value for· depth of field for the PS5 l·ight head·

is

.

Df= Fa Dd
E

P

5.1

where E is the diameter of the exit pupil, .

p

F is the focal
. length of the Objective lens,

0

and Dd is the acqeptable dot size of the projected image.

Substituting known values of F. .30" F· �,. 1.54"
.. .. p

. ,
0··

,

F
d "'.0005", the depth of field becomes D

f
= .0025". This

figure compares.favourably.with the curves shown.in figure

5.4. However, ·this value is somewhat less than that obtained

in practice because equation 5.1 does not take into account

the film's response to different image intensities.·

Examination· of . equat.Lon 5.1 indicates that the·

depth of field can be increased either, by increasing the

focal length of the objective·lens or by decreasing the

diameter of the exit pupil. Increasing the focal length of

the Objective lens will decrease the demagnification factor

relating disk mask size to projected image as well as

increase optical alignment errors.

Decreasing the diameter of the exit �upil can be.
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done only at the expense of decreasing' the intensity of the"

projected'image. The depth of field varies inversely with,

diameter of t.he exit pupil, while the, intensi ty of the

projected image varies proportionally with its square. For'

example if the diameter of the exit pupil were reduced'to

half, the depth of 'field would be increased by a factor of two,

whereas, the intensity of the prqjected image would be

decreased bya factor of four�' Selection of ,the most

desirable exit pupil, theref6re� involves a trade-off

'between the desired image intensity and depth of field.'

5.3.3 Image flashing

"Image flashing" is a simpler process than "line

drafting" since the plotter is stationary. All symbols are,

projected at one constant intensity. Shutter, opening and

closing times are controlled' ,to obtain the correct exposure

for the diffe,rent magnification Lenses •

The variables that affect the quality of symbols are

similar to those described for line drawing. Tests' on Ortho,

film showed that good quality symbols could be obtained with

as much variation as ±25%, of the optimum exposure time.

The errors associated with "symbol projecting" are

'due, to the inaccuracy of placement of each mask on the symbol
,

'

disk combined with those 'of dove rotation and selection of

magnification lens. The combined symbol placement,errors in

the current PS5 light head were measured to be �ess than

.003".
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Figure 5.5 shows a sample of several nydrographic

symbols projec·ted· at the three diffe·rent available
magnificiations�

5. 4 .Drafti�9 on Other Films.

Several other plastic based films were evaluated •.

Much of the evaluation was de�oted to comparing the expbsure

latitude and dimensional stability of each film. As

explained earlier, films with a high exposure latitude are

desired because they relax the requirements for a precise

intensity control. Dimensional.stability of the drawing

material must be emphasized mainly so all colour overlays

can be properly registered to produce the final chart •. Most

. of the films. tested were manufactured by Dupont o'r Kodak.'

a) Exposure latitude

The line. drawing capability of each film was

compared by using the same technique as described in section

5.3�I(b). A series of straight '.005" wide lines· were drawn

all at the same speed but each with a different intensity •.

Relative values of intensity.·were obtained by noting the

feedback voltages produced by the .photodiode and amplifier

mounted close to the projector light source. The films

were compared by plot;ting measured line width versus

logarithm of feedback voltage •. The logarithm. of feedback

voltage was used.iso that films would be compared on the

" basis of line spreading vers�s relative exposure change.

This is more meaningful when attempting to compare films'
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of different speeds •

. Only a rough comparison could be made because 6f

limitation in the accuracy of intensity and line width .'

measurements. Generally, films .wi th comparable speeds had the.·

same slope. Dupont Halftone Litl¥>� the fastest film tested"

·had the most gradual slope while Kodak High Speed Duplicating

film, the slowest film tested, had the steepest slope. ·The

results of these exposure tests are summar i.aed ·in table 5. .1.

The film,'. manufacturer, speed, .and exposure latitude are

indicated in columns 1, 2, 3 and 4.·' The f igures given' for

film speed are relative to the intensity required ·for·the·

reference film, Kodak.Ortho 3� which has a speed rating of

ASA 6. The criterion used f()r exposure latitude was based

on the relative increase in intensity that produces a.line·
width increase of less than .001". The figures given for

speed and latitude are appr.oximate.

It is interesting to note that all. films tested,.

with one 'exception, are used to produce a drawing positive,

that is, those areas' exposed to light appear black when'

developed. In the case of High Speed Duplicati.ng film,

the opposite effect takes'. place; t.hd s is due to a phenomenon

called "solarization,,9. This film is useful in cases where

a drawing negative is desired instead of a .positive�

b) Dimensional stability

An experiment was devised to study the effects of

environmental and processing conditions on the dimensional
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M�nufacturer Film
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I

Speed
I Itef refers to
amount of intensity
required to expose
film with ASA speed
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intensity from minimum
for increase in line
width of .001"

Kodak

Dupont

Kodak
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stability of several, I>lastic 'based films.'
.

In the test
" .'

.

cenducted, at attempt was made to.' simulate, as much as

pessible, the erivirenmental cendi tiens normaliy ericount.exed
in practice. (Nete that, at present, beth precessing and

p l.ot.tInq areas have a temperature contrrol .

. There is no.

.humidity centrel in the precessing area and enly an'

inexpensive humidifier in the pletting area.) 1\ series of
.

.

',',

cresses were prejected ente film, spaced �part at knewn

distances. The film was develeped and remeasured .under the ..

. .

same envirenmental cenditiens. �t was then placed in a

relatively uncentrelled envirenment fer ten menths and finally

remeasured a9ain.

The results ef this experiment are ef limited value

'mainly because ef the lack ef a geedhumiditycontrel fer

beth film expesure and precessing envirenments. In. all cases
•

•
•

h

the errers measured we).:"e small and cemparable to the

pesitienal 'accuracy of the. pLot.t.er .. The maximum errer measured

was .02% (i.e. an .008" increase en a 40 inch line) •... It ,�as

.t.herefore difficult to. make a fair cemparisen of the films

tested.

Hewever, several general cenclusiens were made

frem these tests. Firstly, the filmS with synthetic

emulsiens such'as Dupent Crenar Ortbe S and Kodak Kedaline

were the mest stable ef these tested.' As explained earlier,

the manufacturers have Substituted stable resins in place ef

the animal gelatin that is nermally used· in emulsions.

Secendly, all films' tended to. shrink slightly after a peried
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of time. Thirdly, .and most. important,. this '�est proved that

in .moat; cases it·· is unnecessary to use a sophisticated

humidity control when drafting on these stable films. Only

an inexpenSive humidifier can be.used to match the humidity

conditions of the plotting and processing environments.

5�5 Sample Film Plots
. ... .

.

The PS5 light head and associated hardware is now.

part of an operatioal automatic drafting system. intended to

be used to draw nautical charts. Most production work done
...

.
. ..

.

. . .

to date has been for "mathematically based" line qata, that

is graphical data that· can be generated from a computer

program as opposed to field survey data.· Examples of this

are chart borders, projections and lattices used in conjunc
tion with radio navigation. Figure 5.7 shows a sample of a

Mercator projection with a fully graduated border. A sample

of a Loran hyperbolic lattice is shown in tigure 5.8. All

line wo.rk in these two figures has been done with a

rectangular shaped image.

Much experimental work has been conducted with.

plotting. field survey sheets and chart. bases. Figure 5.9

shows·a sample plot of some shorelirie andsoundings� In

this figure, the shoreline has been done with a circular

shaped image.
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6., CONCLUSIQNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusioris

The purpose of this work was to select and

implement, the most sui table drafting device for' a-n automatic

drafting system intended to be used to draw nautical charts.
'.

This system consisted of a Potter MT36 magnetic tape
.

transport, a Digital Equipment PDP";'8 mini-computer and a

,
'

,

Gerber model 32 precision drafting table.' The main require-

'ments for this drafting instrument were that it produce ,high

quality and accurate drawings, that. it be versatile so that

a large number of line widths and symbols could be drafted,

and that it require a minimum amount of operator attention.
,

Draftin9 directly onto photographic film 'with a

light beam was seLecced over the pen on paper and scribing
, ,

cn mylar techniques because it best met these requirements.

The rectangle and circle were selected from several possible

image shapes that could be used, for drafting,lines. The

rectangle was preferred because it most easily met the

req1,lirement'for squared corners and several line widths, with

tight width tolerailces.

D1fferent ways of producing a,beam of light were

considered. The conventional opto-mechanical method of

using a light scurce, set of mechanical masks, and cptical

system was selected because of ,its simplicity and also due to

the availability of commercial units. ,The Barr and Stroud
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PS5. light head was. chosen· from other instruments mainly
.

. .

because it offered. a larger number of automatically

accessible symbols, combined with·the ability to set the

angular orientation of any imac;Je project;ed: onto film.· This

latter feature was· essential for·both "line drafting" and

"image flashing":.

A control and interface unit was developed for

the PS5 light head so that most of its functions could be.·

programmed by a PDP-B mini-computer. Controls were developed·

to set image orientation, to vary one dimension of a

rectangle used for drafting. different line widths.,. to select

the des.i.r'ed symbol. for projection, to select one of three.

possible image magnifications, to operi·and close.inner and
.

. .

outer row
.

light shutters and to control the intensity of th�·

projected image for both "line drafting" and "image fLaahLnq "
•.

Most functions required some form of positioning

control. An open loop control utilizing a "stepper mot.or
"

was employed where possible because of its simplicity and

compatibility with digital circuitry.

The intensity of the projected image was controlled

by varying the current through the light· source. This light

source was run under closed loop conditions in order to

obtain the necessary linearity and·speed of response. This

simple form of control was adequate mainly because of. the

large exposure latitude of the photographic· films that were

used.
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An attenuator blade was also evaluated for possible

use as an intensity control. It was rejected mainly because

of the non-linearities in its intensity versus voltage

characteristics. Nevertheless, it still provided· a

convenient means of compensating for a large range of film

speeds.

The PS5 light head with associated interface and

control was carefully evaluated to ensure that. all design·

goals had been met.· Special PDP..,8 programs were written to.

exercise several of the control functions·continuously•.The

PDP-8 drafting control program was designed so that periodic

checks could be made on its major functions during .the course

of a film plot.
. These tests proved that all hardware

operated reliably for long periods·of time.

Much effort was devoted to the important evaluation

of· the performance of the.PS5 light head On plastic based

Ortho film. The purpose of these tests were threefold•. The

foremost was to ensure that the PS5 light head was capable of

meeting the required drafting standards. ·This was.done by

drafting graphical .data as required on a .nautical chart

as well as by the use· of special test patterns. The results

were.studied carefully with a 40.power.microscope •. These

tests conclusively proved that the required drafting standards

had been met.

Secondly, an attempt was made to identify.and study

the variables affecting both "line drafting" and "image
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flashing" .. Some of the more important variables studied
.

..

were film· exposure latitude, film· pxooess Lnq, intensity·
.

. ... ..

.

.

'.
.

. control, shape of projected image, .the region of focus and

positional accuracy of the. PSS light head. A series· of film·

tests was devised to determine how variations of each.

parameter affected results. Most of the tests were conducted

on Dupont Cronar Ortho S and Kodak Ortho· 3 films.

These tests pointed out the limitations of· this.

drafting system� Firstly, for·line drafting, the required·

demand voltage for the intensity control servo had non-linear

characteristics esp�cially for low plotting speeds. This

�actor limits its operating range. It. can be increased by

introducing the attemiator blade into the light head optical
. � .

. '. .

system. Secondly, the focussing regiori of the PSS lig�t

head is narrow (.OIO")and therefore an accurate height

adjustment and a flat drawing surface are essential for

operation.

These. film tests also proved that a circular light

spot can be used .to produce high quality small width lines.

This configuration should be seriously·considered as an

alternative to the rectangle for drafting curved lines since

this eliminates·the need· for dynamic rotation.

Finally,· several other plastic based films were

evaluated for possible use in the automatic drafting system.

Experiments were conducted to compare the. exposure.latittide

and dimensional stability of each film. The results obtained.
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from these tests were not conclusive because of the'

limitations: of the environmental control and test instruInent�.

However, they did indicate that there are several films avail-

able, that ,are comparable, in performance to Cronar Ortho S,

and' Kodak Ortho 3 film.

6.2 ,Recommendations

Ip the writer's opinion, there are several features

in the light head that could be improved to make it more

useful to the' Canadian, Hydrographic Service. Firstly, th,e,"

number of automatically acceSSible symbols is still not

great enough. At least 150, symbols are required to plot.' "

the chart base.

Secondly, although there is a facility for varying

the magnification of projected,symbols� it would l:.e desirable

,to have, a continuously variable, magnification system; "The

,light head could then also "be ,considered for'use as a'name

placement device.

Thirdly, ,the narrow region of focus of the PS5

light head make height adjustments critical and limits its ,.

use to flat table surfaces. This ,focussing problem has been
, ,

overcome in later models of the PS5 light head with the

introduction of an air bearing., This ensures that the '.final

len$ in the, light head's optical system remains at a fixed,'

distance' from the surface of the film.

Finally, it was found through the eXp'er�ence

gained with the PS5 light head that it was difficult to
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replace many of the. componen:ts that· wear out through normal.

operation. In the writer's opinion, some· of the compactness

of the light head. should be aacrLfLced in .order t.o facd Li te te
'

the replacement procedure for the user.

The writer questions the choice of the three phase

stepper motor used for·t'be rotation control. The circuitry

required to implement a 30 degree s.tep size is fairly·

complicated.

This control could be greatly simplified if a

.'
.

.

multiple stepper .with, ,ibi.filar" windings had been used. In
. . .

".

a stepper motor of this type, each stator coil.is split into

two sections. One·half of the· coil is wound in the opposite

direction to the other half. This eliminates the need for

a bidirectional drive circuit since the desired fJux is.

obtained by driving either one of .these coils.

The multipole magnetic rotor eliminates. the need

for a large number of ··logic states to develop �. small motor

step size.

One of the main limitations.of the opto-mechanical

method of producing a light beam is the limited number of

automatically accessible symbols and .the fact that addition's

and modifi.cations cannot be made easily. Some manufacturers

have tried to overcome these problems by.increasing the

number of symbols and by making it possible to 'interchange

each symbol individually. However,
..

this is done at the

.
. ,"

expense of making such a light head more bulky and.expensive.
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This still does riot solve the problem of· easily'.pioducing
..

. .

.
. .

new symbols. ......•..
.

.

.

As suggested in Chapter· 2, these probLems : c an be

overcome
'

by using ..
an electronic means .to produce the symbol,

.

.

. . .

�

.Both the cathode ray tube and matrix of light emittingdio�es
shouLd be investigated for· t.hls purpose , Such a device could

project an unlimited number of symbols in a large variety of

sizes.

It is the· opinion of the writer that in the light

of today' s high level of. technology such a system could be

developed that would compete in price with commercial

opto-mechanical units.
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APPENDICES

.

Appendix A: . Relative Exposure Expre.ssion .for 'Rectangles,

Circles and Annulars,'

A.l General

. This appendix contains the derivations of the.

general expressions for· the relative exposure across a

. .

line. drafted with a rectangular, circular or annular, image •.

This is a function of the image shape used and' theradiu�

Of curvature of the line being' :drawn. The ·exposure' t.i.me as

a function of pos Ltion across the line. is first. oaLcut.at.ed ,

This expression. is then normalized, by dividing it by.the.
- .

exposure time obtained f�r a straight line drafted with a

rectangle. whose' fixed dimension is .004". It is assumed

that the intensity of all. projected' images is the same.

A.2 Rectangle

.In the case of the rectangular image, it'is

assumed that the rectangle is being rotated smoothly s6

that one of its dimensions is always facing in the di�

rection of travel. The relative exposure expression

is derived in terms of the following variables':
. .

2L length of the rectangle,

2W width of the rectangle. This. sets the. li;ne'

width,

R radius of curvature.to centre of the rectangle,'
c

Vt tangential velocity of the centre of the
..

rectangle�
... .

Three different relative exposure expressions are required
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for the rectangle as dep i.ct.ad in figure A.l. Eaqh region

is defined in terms of the distance from the Gentre.of

the radius of the line being drawn.

region 1 (R .

_ W) < ·R < Rl•
c -

region 2. .Rl < R < Ri.
- -

region 3 R2 <. ·R < R2.
:

- -

Where Rl , R2, R3 can be defined in terms of the input

variables

.

Rl ILZ + (Rc _. W)Z,

R2 Rc+ W, and

R3 ILZ + (R + W) Z.
c

(a) Region 1

The expression for exposure time is .

where I is the intensity,

and t is the time

Also S _ -r., Vt

Where S is the distance

v is velocity,

and t is time.

Solving for time

t =� S

.. v

Substituting 2 into 1

:r:: i , is
-

.

V

.1

.2

..3
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Referring to the ·Figure A.l(a)

cos 0 -:- R -:- W
C

R

o
.4

The length S can be calculated from the following expression

A ..'" 2 0 R .5

Where A is the arc length,

o is the angle in radians,.

and·R is the radius

substi�uting 4 i�to 5 .

_1
A = 2Rcos· rR� -

W]l R
.6

the expression for tangential veiocity is

Vt
=, WRc

where.Vt is the tangential velocity at the centre of the

rectangle,

(J) is. the. angul�r velocity of rotation,

and R is the radius. of curvature •

. c·

Solving for w

I) =" Vt
R

c

.7

the velocity of any point at a radius R from the centre

of a:curvature is

V "'- wR -.8



substituting 7 into 8

V ., Vt R
R

o

'.9

Substi tuting 9 and 6 into 3, the expression for exposure -,

becomes

.10

(b) Region 2

Refer to figure A.l(b). Similar logic can be used to

derive all .other expressions for exposure time. There

fore an abbreviated derivation will be presented�

In this case

. _1
.

0. = sin (i)'
substituting 5, 11 arid 9 into 3

E r I' 2Rc sin
_,

[i]Vt

.11

.12

(c) Region 3

Refer to figure A.l(e).

o 01 - 02

sin-' [i]-COS-I[Rc+ wlR J

.13 .

Substituting 5, 13 and 9 into 3

E = I 2R
c

.14
V
t

165
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(d) Normalizing

,The exposure time for the centre,()f a,straight

line can be obtained by substituting Rc �', ()() into the

exposure time expr�ssion for region 2

limit ,

.15'
R + ()()

C

For the case where the fixed dimension of the rectangle is,

.004" (i.e. 2L = .004") the norIIia1izedexpressions for

'exposure become

Region 1 (R - W) ':: R < IL2 + (Rc - W)2
c -

E R COS_'[Rc·� W]nrl c

.002

,', Region 2 IL2 + (Rc - W) 2 < R < (R + W)
- - c'

E Rc sin
_,

[L}nr2
.002

' 'R '

.16'

Region 3 (R +, W) ::' R < IL2 + (R + W) 2

c ' C

.18

for relative, expoaure is derived in terms of the following'

variables

r is the radius of the circle, where

R - r < R < R + r
c c

radius the
' '

R is the of curvature to centre of the circle"
c

and Vt is tangential velocity of the centre of the circle.

The cosine law is used to find 0
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.. Figure A.2 Circular Image.
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. .
.

r2 =. R2 + R 2. - 2RR COS 0
c .. c·

.19

1
.

Solving for o - .cos-

[_R_2_._+..."2,.,,.:,......�_:_-_.·_r_2] .• 20

combining this expre ss Ion with 5 and. 9 of the �revious.·
section and putting. in 3, the expression for exposure

.

becomes

E
1 .

.

. cos
-

[R2
+ ·Rc

2
-

r2].. 2RR
.

. c ..

.21

Norma'Li.z i.nq this expzeias Lon with respec:t to exposure t.ime
.

.

.

.

.

.' .

.

"

.

obtained for a·straight line that· has been drawn with a·

rectangle whose fixed dimension is .004" (see equation 15)
_1

R cos
c

.002 . ,,'

where .

R. - r < R < Rc + r
c

.

A.4. Annulus

In the case of the· annulus, the expression for·

relative exposure is derived. in terms of the fo;llowing

variables (Refer to figure A.J(a»

ro outer radius of annulus,

r. Lnne.r radius of annulus,
�

rt tangential velocity of the centre of annulus,

and R radius of curvature of line being drawn.c

As with the rectangular image; the annulus has to be

divided into different· regions.
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'. region .1: (R
l c

: 1
•

region. 2: Rl' < R -< R2'

where Rl

R + r.
c .1

(a) Region 1

Refer to figurc·A.3(a)

The derivation. of this expression is. identical' to .' .

-, that for a circle (see equation 21)

E=!'2R
c

.23
.

2]
r

o

(b) Region 2

Refer to figure A.3(b)

again using the cosine law

()
·1·

.

- cos
-

[R2
+ R 2

- r .

2]c 1."

combining this expression' with 5 and 9 of the previous

section and putting into 3

_1
.... cos

(c) Normalizing

Normalizing the expressions for regions 1 and 2

with respect· to the exposure time obtained for a straight

line that has been drawn with .;t re.ctangle whose' fixed' di-.

mension is .004" (see' equation 15)
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.. i

(a)· Region I : Rc-roSR SRc-rj a'·Rc+riSR�Rc+ro.

( b) Region 2: Rc - r'j S R � Rc + rj

Figure A. 3 Annular Image.
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Region 1 E
nal

cos-l
[_R_2_+_._.�R�c�2 r_o__212RRc:

where (R
.

- r )c 0
< R <
_. (R - r.)c

.
1.

and < R < (R +
.

r .)c 0

Region 2

_1

[r'+
2

- r

']
_1

r+
2

ri'IJE R cos· R - cos R -

na2 . c c. 0 c

�OO2 2RRc· .... 2RR
c
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Appendix B: Operating Principle of .Dove .prl�mi

A sketch of t:he .
dove pr i.sm is shown at t.he top of

figure B.. l. It is shaped so that light rays entering face A
. ". '.

.

will be refracted and bent downwards, striking the· bottom face

of the prism at an angle which is greater than the critical

angle. (The critical angle is "the smallest angle of in

cidence, in the ·mediUJll· of :.greater index, for which light .Ls
.. .

totally reflected".)·· Theoretically then, all light rays are

internally reflected. and exit out of face B.

The dove prism is sometimes referred· to as the·

LnvertLnq pz Lsm because it interchanges light rays passing
. .

through it. This is illustrated at the top of figure B.l (b) .

Two parallel rays 1 and 2. enter the ieft of
.

the prism ... Both.

ray 1 and 2. are refracted and then reflected�·· Ray 1 travels

a longer distance than ray 2 before it is reflected and

consequently it exits. the prism below ray 2. The bottom of
.

.

.
'.

.
.

. .

figure B�l(b) shows the same light· rays .. only this time·the

dove prism has been. zot.at.ed 90 degrees about it·s axis. Note

that. for a 90 degree zevoLut.Lon of the dove prism, the output
.

.' ", .

. .' .

rays appear to have rotated 180 degrees.
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"

(0).· . Sketch of Dove Prism

.

Dove Prism Set to 0 Degrees

ray I - -

ray I- - - - - - - - -
- -

ray 2 - -

ray 2- - - - - - - - .-
- -

Dove Prism· Set to·90 Degrees

. (b) Operation

Figure B. I. Operation of Dove· Pris", .
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Appendix c: . DEC· "R" .S�ries Logic

Co.l. General
.:

·

. ..
. :

. .• ..•
The· digital electronics used Ln the·· p·SS inter-·

.

�. ." . .
.

".

face and control was construc·ted mostly out of Digital.
. ... .

.

Equd.pmerrt; Company (DEC).· "R" sezLes : flip-flop modules�.
These modules are based' on the diode transistor·. logic

family and can be operated up to speeds of 2 megahertz ..

This appendix gives a brief expianation .of this logic

family16·, 17 ,. followed by an explanation of the logic

convention used in the system drawings for the PSS

interface and control.

Co.2 Basic Building Block

The basic inverter circuit. used .Ln the DEC "R"·.

series logic. is shown in figure C.l � When INPUT to· d i.ode

01 is tied to ground, transistor TIt is. turned off. Diode·

04 becomes forward
.. biased and clamps the OUT·PUT,. collector

of transistor Tl, to �3 volts. If the I�PU�is tied to

-3 volts, the base-emitter juriction of transistor Tl will

become forward biased .causing it to go into saturation.

Its output will therefore go to approximately ground.

D.iodes D2·and 03 are added to the .base path of ..

Transistor Tl to increase its DC noise margin.

The INPUT terminal of .this circuit draws one

milliampere. when it is at ground. When it is at -3 volts,

diode 01 is ·reverse biased and so it draws only. the leak�g�
current of the diode

•.
When transistor Tl is turned on it
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15K
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- 15 Volts .. :
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. .

(0) Basic D.E.C. IRI series in.verter·

7.5 KOhms

-3Volts

CI
Of Node 2 .

'. 10.0 pf
ulse Input 0---0-__---------4 I------....--OI----OU·Output:

o.2 03onditioning
Input. O--..-..cI�--4I�---""'----""-------tcl-----oLevel Input

15 K

-15 Volts.

(b) DCD gate

15 K

Notes: I. Diode 1>(-05 ..

-IN3606·.

. Figure C.I Basic I.RI Series Inverter a 0 CD· Gate.
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is
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capable of supplying a totat of 20 milliamps of �urre�t.·

Two milliamps is required for· the colle.ctor load .resis�or i

.

the·remaining 18.milliamps can be used to drive external

loads. Many of the required logic eLemeritis can be con� ..

structed from this simple· circuit. For ex�mple, the negative.
..

.

NAND gate is. made simply by· adding more diodes· in parallel.

wi th diode Dl •.
·· An R-S type· flip-flop can be constructed

.
.

by cross coupling the. outputs of two .negative NAND gates.

C.3 Diode Capacitor Diode Gate

. .

One of the .unique
.

feat'Ures of DEC �'R" series logic

is. a circuit called a diode capacitor diode ·.(DCD)· gate,

shown at the bottom of figure C.l. This circuit enables.

many of the logic·elements to be AC.coupled. It performs

a logical AND operation on PULSE and LEVEL inputs. A

positive pulse or positive going·level transition applied.

to PULSE input will cause it to· trigger if the LEVEL input

is held at qround. Because of the presence of capacitor Cl,

the circuit is able to "remember" what the condition of .the·

LEVEL input was prior to the pulse •.. It is therefore. poss Lb l,e

to trigger it and s Imul t.eneous Ly change the level input •.

'I'his feature is extremely useful when implementing logical

function·s. • For example, any flip-flop that has. DeD
.

input

gates can be sampled and loaded simultaneously.

When the LEVEL input is tied to ground, node l

charges to· 0 volts. Node 2 is eLamped to .
- 3 volts 1::;Iy
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.
.

.

.

. the CONDITIONING input. When a ':"'3 volts .co ground t:ran-:-
sition is applied to the PULSE input, node 2 goes to'

.ground and node 1 goes to +3 volts. This +3, volt pulse

is .used to initiate the turn':"off of a transistbr (not.

shown). and is directly connected to' its base through.
diode DS •.

. .

If LEVEL input is held to -3 volts,. node I will
. .

charge to - 3 vo I ts.
.

WhEm node 2 goes' to ground, node .1.

will be raised from -3 volts to .ground. This is not.·

'sufficient to forward bias diode DS and hence no pul.se is

transmitted to .the ,·OUTPUT •.

The CONDITIONING.. input to this circuit. is. some- .

.'

times used in pulse.steering applications. rhis enables'

flip-flops with set and reset'DCD input gates to be con

riected to operate as JK flip�flops. The reset gate is

conditioned by the'''l'' output of the flip-flop, the set by.

the "0" output. The PULSE inputs of both gates are tied to

.

qet.her • The COND.ITIONING input steers the triggering pulse

to the desired DeD gate. If .for example, the flip-flop is.'
.

in the one state,. only the reset gate can be pulsed. The

flip-flop will be reset by a clock pulse if the reset level

input is at ground.

The conventions. used in the logic drawings

C.4 Logic Symbology

presented at·the end. of Chapter 4, are similar to the old

conventions used by DEC for their R series modules. This



.

: 17.8

.
convention was adopted so t.hati thes.e drawings would .be

compatible to the rest of the logic drawings for the

automatic drafting system�

A mixed logic convention is used, that is, -3·

volts can represent a.logical "1" or "0". ·The·assertion

levels for each gate are always shown .. It can normally

be assumed .that if the asserted inputs to a gate are.

. ..

ne.gative it is performing a logical NAND operation and if

they are positive it is performing a logical NOR. In

cases where this is not true. t.he . LoqLcaL. function· of the.

gate is indicated by placement of "." (AND) or "+" (OR)·

or "A" (INVERTED) within t.he logic symboL of the gate.

The assertion level of each signal". name corres-

ponds to the level of : t.he input gate •. Sometimes en a

(ground) or L (-3 volts) is placed after a signal.name

to indicate its asserted level.·

The symbols used for each logical element are··

summarized in figure C. 2·.· The standard level and pulse:

symboLs are .shown in C.2 (a) � C.2 (b) shows :the symbol for··

the DCD gate although it is never seen alone. Nqte that

this gate 'Ls :triggered by a positive going edge of a puLs'e
.

.
.

.

. .

or level transition. The invertor, negative NAND and .

positive NOR gate� are shown in figures C.2 (c); (d), and (e).

The symbol for a f.lip-:flop is shown in figure .C.2(f)i in this

case it is· shown with two OCD gates although several pos:'"

sible other combinations are available. The other commonly
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used log:i,cal elements, the monostable, oscillator and pulse

ampligier are shown in C.2 (g);
.

(h) and (L) •. The symbols

for·.other lesS frequently'used logic elements Can be found

in the 1968 "DECi, "R" series handbook.

.1·

I
l
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